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WSU senior remembered by many
Kristen Berns
WINONAN

What only seemed to be a few scratches from a car accident ended in devastation for a Winona State University
senior.
Lucas Joe Calvert, 21, died Jan. 13 when he suffered a
brain aneurysm at St. Mary's Hospital in Rochester.
"He was fine until Christmas. He started to get
headaches and tried to sleep them off," said Jake Calvert,
Luke's twin brother and WSU student.
Jake said the trauma received to his head could have
only happened from the car accident weeks earlier.
Luke was driving to Amery, Wis. to surprise his fiancee,
Anne Osberg, three weeks before his death when his car
accidentally hit an object in the road near Ellsworth, Wis.
The only visible injures were a few scratches on his elbow.
Soon after experiencing the headaches, he was rushed to
Rochester after he slipped into a coma from a severe brain
injury and died painlessly.
Luke was in his final year at WSU as a pre-med student.
After graduation he was planning on pursuing his dream of
being a doctor. He had applied to medical schools and
scheduled interviews with University of Minnesota-Duluth
and University of Iowa. Luke was also applying to University of Minnesota-Twin Cities, his first choice of medical
schools, and planning a wedding this May.
Luke graduated with honors from Winona Senior High

Work
study
hours
cut

School in 1999. He enjoyed camping, playing and coaching football, working on the farm and being with his
friends, family and fiancee. Luke belonged to Tri-Beta, a
biology honor society club, Pre-Med club, youth group and
the chess club at WSU. He was also a member of Central
Lutheran Church in Winona and worked part-time at Econo
Foods in Winona as a shift manager.
"He was friends with everyone," Riley Stejskal said, a
high school and WSU classmate of Luke's. Riley said
Luke was an easygoing person and will be greatly missed.
Another classmate of Luke's in the biology department
wrote, "Luke was quite simply, and irrefutably one of the
most awesome individuals to ever walk the halls of Pasteur.
You name a positive characteristic and Luke had it. He had
every single one."
Memorial services were held Jan. 17 at Central Lutheran
Church. In lieu of flowers Luke's family requested that
donations be made to Lake Wapogasset Lutheran Bible
Camp, where Luke had worked for three years as a camp
counselor and staff aid.
Although this is a hard time for the Calvert family and
friends they take comfort in knowing Luke is with God.
"Luke lived out his faith. God blessed us and him with
wonderful family and friends that loved him," his brother
Jake said. "I know that he loved everyone very much. I
know that Luke heard the voice of His Father. I saw it and
heard it in his life."

Contributed photo

Winona State senior Luke Calvert and fiancee Anne Osberg were to be
married this May. Calvert died painlessly in a coma, after suffering from
a brain aneurysm.

Students
speak out
on full
classes
Angie Brinkman
WINONAN
,

Brian Krans
WINONAN

Winona State University cut
back its work study programs
due to the shallow pockets of a
state program.
The Minnesota Higher Education Services Office supplied
grants to fund the work study
program and recently announced
it had run out of money.
"One would think a state
agency would know how to balance their own books and take
care of a program that is definitely needed at not just our university, but statewide," Tony
Romaine, student senate president, said.
A posting on the Winona
State employment Web site said
the Minnesota State Work Study
Program has been eliminated at
all educational institutions
throughout Minnesota for the
remainder of the year.
Twelve percent of Winona
State students will be affected by
the loss of grants.
The university has 439 students currently in the work study
program.
"We could have been fine to
make it through the year if the
state budget had not fallen,"
Greg Peterson, director of financial aid, said.
The HESO failure did not
affect students who have already
applied for state grant aid for
spring, but it will affect any
future applicants.
"While we prefer to make full
state grant awards to all eligible
Minnesota students, we must
recognize the fiscal challenges
facing the state," Robert Poch,
HESO director said. "With little
time remaining in the fiscal year,
the options are very limited, and
we prefer to honor state grant
commitments already made for
spring semester."
Winona State reduced the
work study budget by 20 percent
because the university could not
allocate funds to cover HESO's
lack of money.
Winona State announced it
would use federally funded work
study grants in place of the state
funded program.
Until now, the work study
program was funded by federal
and state grants.
The university previously
matched 25 percent of the federal funding for work study, but
without the state program the
university chose to allocate the
money to the federal grants.
The federal program is funded 57 percent from the university
work study budget — an increase
See Work Study, Page 3
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Condoms are one way to assist in the prevention of sexually transmitted diseases. They are available at Health
Services, 12 for $1.

Majority of STD occurences
at Winona State remain stable
Katie Rademacher
WINONAN

tioner and director
of Health Services
at WSU said, "STDs
have remained staIn Sept. of 2002, 43 students
ble at WSU for the
If
at Winona State were tested for
most part. Some
afraid, it's
STDs. Of these, 32 were
STDs such as HPV
females and 11 were males.
and
Herpes have
always best to
The results showed that two
increased slightly."
individuals had Chlamydia,
One way to precome and ask.
seven had Herpes and five had
vent STDs is for
Human Papillomavirus Virus
either the male or
(HPV).
Diane Palm female to use a conAccording to the Ask Alice
dom. Male condoms
Web site, set up by the ColumDirector of Health Services at WSU are sold at the front
bia University health education
desk in Health Serprogram, between 20 and 25 pus, Chlamydia, HPV or Geni- vices and 12 can be purchased
percent of college students are tal Warts and Genital Herpes for $1.
or have been infected with an appear to be the most common
Birth control devices such as
STDs among college students pills, contraceptive foams and
STD.
Although there might be dif- in general.
jellies will not prevent an STD;
Diane Palm, a nurse practiferences from campus to cam-

anyone is
ever

they will only prevent a woman
from becoming pregnant.
"There is only one way to
remain completely free from
STD exposure, which is abstinence. For some people that is
not an option, and we suggest
you be completely open with
your partner and use protection," Palm said.
Many times there are no
symptoms of STDs, with HPV
and Herpes, lesions might
appear in the genital area.
If any individual feels they
might have an STD, they can
visit WSU Health Services,
vvisit
w
iww. the Web site
goaskalica.columbia.edu ,
or other hospitals in the area to
See STDs, Page 4

Some
students
believe
Winona State has been facing a
problem of overcrowding for the
last few years.
A Fundamentals of Speech
Communication group including
Erin Lumsden, Jessie Schone,
Abby Hofineister, Maria Aliperto, Melanie Anderson and Margaret Grohn surveyed 100 WSU
students about problems facing
WSU involving overcrowding.
"The overpopulation of WSU
is causing larger class sizes, less
availability in the dorms and difficulty getting into classes,
which hinders students from
graduating in a timely manner
when they can't take classes
needed," Aliperto said.
In the survey conducted by
these students 48 of the 100 students said they use one or two
blue cards each semester to get
into classes. The group argued
that if this many students are
having to blue card into classes it
means that classes are past the
suggested capacity. They also
said that the more students in a
class, the less time a professor
has to spend the quality time
needed for each student.
The WSU Undergraduate
Catalog 2002-2004 encourages
faculty and students to interact in
small group settings in and out of
the classroom.
"But how is this possible
when there is such an overpopulation?" Lumsden said.
According to the survey of
the 100 WSU students, the group
found that 66 percent of surveyed students agreed it is hard
to get into the classes they want.
The group also said that the
classes students listed as difficult
to get into were general education or University Studies courses. These classes include mass
See Students, Page 4

Talking about depression leads to better help
Kristen Berns
WINONAN

cides and women are twice as likely
attempt suicide.
"Depressed youth grow-up to be
Winona County Community Health depressed adults," Stromquist said.
Services co-sponsored a community pre- "Young people, parents, teachers and
sentation Jan. 21 about depression and health professionals need to be educated
suicide. The presentation focused pri- about the warning signs, so depressed
marily on females who experience youth can get treatment."
Stromquist also wants to eliminate the
depression, teenage depression and suistigma
given to depressed people. She
cide prevention in rural areas.
Brenda Entz, Winona County Com- said if people aren't afraid to talk about
munity Health Services health educator, their depression and feelings of suicide
invited Ann Stromquist, who holds a then they can get better help.
"In Minnesota suicide is one of the
doctorate in psychology, and works for
the University of Iowa to educate teach- highest causes of death while homicide is
ers, nurses and community members ranked 47th, and still suicide is never
with statistics of suicide in rural areas talked about in communities. We only
talk and hear about someone killing
and symptoms of depression.
According to Stromquist, Minnesota another person," Stromquist said.
Winona County's average of suicide
ranks 1 1 th in the nation in teenage sui-

attempts
among
Stromquist
said
females in ninth
someone who is only
through 12th grade
depressed for a day or
is higher than Minso doesn't put them at
nesota's average.
risk for suicide, but
suicide is one of
Twelve percent of
people who experithe highest
Winona County
ence feelings of
females in 12th
depression over a
causes
of
death.
grade have
long period are at
Ann Stromquist
attempted suicide,
risk.
while the average
Factors of suicidal
for Minnesota 12th
Occupational and
behavior range from
grade .females who
substance abuse,
environmental health
have attempted suiimpulsivity, depresresearcher
cide is 9 percent.
sion, negative stress
"Most people who are depressed don't and a family history of mental disorders.
turn to suicide, instead they need treatAlthough females in Winona County
ment for their depression. Only in severe are more likely to attempt suicide, males
cases of depression do people turn to sui- are more successful. Stromquist said this
cide," Stromquist said.

in Minnesota

See Depression, Page 3
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Student Senate Report +

Student lobby day fast approaching
t

• Mix of sun and clouds.
Highs in the upper teens and
lows in the low teens.
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Snow showers at times throughout week.
Highs in the low 40s and lows generally in
the 20s but dipping into single digits.
source: weather.com

This day in histo
Ten years after mental illness forced him to retire from public
life, King George HI, the British king who lost the American
colonies, dies at the age of 82 on this date in 1820.
On this date in 1861, Kansas is admitted to the Union as a free
state. It was the 35th state to enter the Union. The struggle between
pro- and anti-slave forces in Kansas was a major factor in the
eruption of the Civil War.
Following the death of her brother, King Kalakaua, Liliuokalani
becomes the last monarch of the Hawaiian Islands on this date in
1891.
On this day in 1942, Britain and the USSR secure an agreement
with Iran that offers the Iran protection while creating a "Persian
corridor" for the Allies-a supply route from the West to Russia.
On this date in 1968, in his annual budget message, President
Lyndon B. Johnson asks for $26.3 billion to continue the war in
Vietnam, and announces an increase in taxes. The war was
becoming very expensive, both in terms of lives and national
treasure. Johnson had been given a glowing report on progress in the
war from Gen. William Westmoreland, senior U.S. commander in
South Vietnam. Westmoreland stated in a speech before the National
Press Club that, "I am absolutely certain that, whereas in 1965 the
enemy was winning, today he is certainly losing. The enemy's hopes
are bankrupt."
On Jan. 29, 1979, Deng Xiaoping, deputy premier of China,
meets President Jimmy Carter, and together they sign historic new
accords that reverse decades of U.S. opposition to the People's
Republic of China.
hup://wwwhistorychanneLcomitoday/

Study tip of the week:
If you have trouble grasping concepts get help from a classmate and see your professor or one of our academic assistants in
the Academic Assistance Center to improve your subject understanding and classroom performance.
Study tips are provided each week by the Academic Assistance
Center, which is in Library Room 202. The AAC Web site, with
academic assistants work schedules is :www.winona.msus.edu/
advising/aac/

Upcoming Events
January 30

A Martin Luther King Jr. birthday event will be held in
the student union. The time of this event is to be determined.
It is sponsored by the WSU cultural diversity office.
Charles F. McDew, a teacher, organizer and activist
will be giving a lecture titled "Non-Violent Approach to Civil
Rights Protest" in the student union from 3 to 4:30 p.m. He
will be giving another lecture titled, "History of Civil Rights
Movement and Value of Non-Violent Protest," in the Page
Theater of Saint Mary's University from 7 to 9 p.m.
Admission is free and open to the public.

Hello all. I trust everyone had a great
week. Lobby day is fast approaching and so
here is a little, dare I say, memo (coversheet

not included).
Lobby Day is Feb.12, and is an all day
activity at the capitol in St. Paul.
The issues are more important this year
than any other as we are facing the biggest
crisis financially since World War II.
To sign up, either stop by or call the senate office and we will gladly put you on our
sheet.
For those who have no idea as to what the
issues are, don't worry, because we will be
offering training sessions for everyone who
wants to join us for lobbying.
For those who have no intention of talking with the senators and representatives, no
worries, we can plan a second excursion to
depart later in the day that will arrive at the
capitol in time for the mass rally.

♦
Jan. 20 — At 3:14 p.m. a student reported that his unlocked
room in Lourdes was entered
sometime on Jan. 20 between
2:30 p.m. and 3:14 p.m. and a
number of DVD's were taken
along with a duffel bag. The matter was referred to the director of
security.
Jan. 22 — At 11:40 a.m. security responded to Somsen Hall
concerning a student who fainted
in class. The student was conscious upon security's arrival
and needed no further assistance.
Jan. 22 — At 5:30 p.m. a student reported that his unlocked
room was entered sometime on
Jan. 13 at approximately
2:30 p.m. A number of DVDs
were reported missing. The mat-

- For those of you who find this letter confusing and don't know what in the world I
am talking about, now is the time to call and
get informed.
Without you and your collective action,
we are eliminating the single largest lobby
group in the state of Minnesota, the students.
I hope that you all will call and join us, for
this is truly the time that you can make the
biggest difference in your history at Winona
State University.

at:
Romaine
Reach
• Tony
amromain9648@webmaiLwinona.edu or by
phone at 457-5517

Campus Security +

ter was referred to the director of
security.
Jan. 23 — At 4:30 a.m. Security found a broken water main
on Huff Street outside Richards
Hall. The matter was referred to
WSU maintenance.
Jan. 23 —At 12:15 a.m. a student received a warning concerning disorderly behavior in the
library.
Jan. 24 — At 8 a.m. a student reported that she was struck
by a vehicle while walking near
the intersection of Main and 10th
Street The vehicle failed to
stop. The driver of the vehicle
was eventually identified. The
matter was referred to the
Winona Police Department.
Jan. 24 — At 8:45 p.m. a stu-

dent reported receiving harassing rity discovered a small amount
phone calls just prior to calling of marijuana in Richards. The
security. The matter was matter was referred to the hall
referred to the director of securi- director.
Jan. 25 — At 12:05 a.m. a
tY.
Jan. 25 — At 12:50 a.m. an student was cited for an alcohol
RA requested assistance from violation in Lourdes Hall. The
some non-compliant individuals matter was referred to the director of residence life.
near Prentiss Hall.
Jan. 25 — At 1:45 a.m. secuJan. 25 — At 2:40 a.m. residence life staff requested assis- rity responded to Prentiss Hall
tance from security in dealing where a student was suffering
with two individuals in Conway. from depression. Police were
The matter was referred to the notified and the student was
Conway hall director.
transported to the hospital.
Jan. 25 — At 10:15 p.m. a
Jan. 26 — At 3:30 p.m. mainstudent was cited for an alcohol tenance reported vandalism done
violation in Maria Hall. The to the men's and women's
matter was referred to the direc- restrooms in Kryzsko. The mattor of residence life.
ter was referred to the director of
Jan. 25 — At 7:57 p.m. secu- security.

OnPage 1 last wel in the article titled "State restricts MnSCU
sPendin9,' all quotes attributed to Drake okarison) Professor of mass
communication should have been credited to President Darrell Krueger.

Chicago-area Muslim
leader not allowed to
return to United States
CHICAGO (AP) — The
president of a Chicago-area
Muslim group said Sunday he
still had not learned why immigration officials denied him permission to return to the United
States after he visited his parents
in Jordan.
Sabri Samirah, president of
the United Muslim Americans
Association in suburban Palos
Hills, says he was returning to
Chicago last weekend after a
three-week visit to Jordan when
officials at Ireland's Shannon
Airport told he could not return
to the United States.
He said they cited a fax from
Brian Perryman, the Immigration and Naturalization Service
director in Chicago, revoking his
permission to leave the country.
"I am waiting for more
details from the INS about why
they decided to bar me from
going back to my home, my
family and my work," Samirah
said in a telephone interview
from his parents' home in Jor-

dan. "I am here in Jordan and
my hands are tied and I feel very
powerless."
"They said he was a security
risk, but they never explained
what the risk is," said Manal ElHrisse, spokeswoman for Samirah's political advocacy group.
The INS has not commented
specifically about Samirah's
case but has said in general that
people who have applied for but
not received permanent residency, even those with the
"advanced parole" papers Samirah said he received to travel, are
not guaranteed re-entry into the
United States.
Calls to the Chicago INS
office on Sunday by The Associated Press went unanswered.
Samirah, 36, of Orland Park,
said Irish authorities held him in
a cell overnight and told him he
could "either buy a return ticket
to Jordan or remain in jail for
days or weeks until an Irish
judge decides what to do with
you."

♦

Briefs+

Suspect in recent dorm
thefts caught

thefts and he admitted his
involvement.
Charges are expected to be
filed in the near future against
the individual who was identified
as a former WSU student.
Winona State University
Security would like to remind all
students that it is important to
keep your doors locked at all
times.
In addition, valuables should
never be left unattended.

Over the past several months
a number of rooms were entered
within the residence halls.
Reports of theft were taken from
Lourdes, Prentiss-Lucas and the
Quad.
Last week information was
obtained on a possible suspect
in the thefts. Winona State University Security and the Winona
Police Department eventually
interviewed the suspect in the
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February 4

The Winona State University department of
mathematics and statistics will hold a colloquium event
featuring Alfredo R. Calvillo from the National Center for
Health Statistics. The presentation titled "Cognitive Testing of
Survey Questions at the National Center for Health Statistics"
will be held from 12:45 p.m. to 1:45 p.m. in Gildemeister Hall
Room 156. This event is free and open to the public. A pretalk reception for Calvillo is scheduled from noon to 12:30
p.m. in Gildemeister Hall Room 320.
February 6

Put your face on a cartoon body and get a free T-shirt
in the Kryzsko Commons Student Union from 10 a.m. to
4 p.m. This event is sponsored by the University Program
Activities Committee.
February 12

Student lobby day titled, "Higher Education: Driving
Minnesota's Economy" will be held today. If interested,
contact the student senate at 457-5316.
February 21

Job Fair 2003 will be held at the Minneapolis
Convention Center for juniors, seniors and alumni. All majors
are welcome. Interested persons must register with career
services by Feb. 14.
Minnesota Timberwolves vs. Detroit Pistons at the
Target Center. Tickets are $10 and can be purchased at the
Universtiy Program Activities Committee office, located in the
Kryzsko Commons Student Union.

Editor-in-Chief

Winona State University

Winonan
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New dorm to be complete in August
Jenny Butler

Each section of the hall is set
up in areas with either two or
four bedrooms, two bathrooms, a
Over 80 people are braving kitchen and a living room.
Ferden remarked that two
below freezing temperatures as
they work to keep Winona bathrooms were a big bonus for
State's newest residence hall those students who signed up for
construction on schedule to be the four bedroom apartments.
The apartment-style dorm is a
completed by the end of this
growing trend among colleges
summer.
Director of Student Affairs today, Ferden said.
"The time is right for this
John Ferden gave the construction company an Aug. 20 dead- style. Nationally, students are
line, since furniture is scheduled choosing apartment-style living
to come in that day and students with amenities," Ferden said.
As of last Friday, less than 20
arrive five days later.
Schwab Construction Co. of individual openings were still
available.
Winona and its
The Houssubcontractors
ing
Departbegan their
ment requestwork on Sept.
Nationally, students ed that stu25 and now
dents attend
are choosing
some crews are
one of two
working seven
apartment-style
information
days a week,
the
project superinliving with amenities. sessions
department
tendent Ben
offered in
Stolpa said.
John Ferden December.
Once founFerden
dations
were
Director of Student Affairs described the
complete, the
sign-up
framework for
process
after
the four apartment-style buildings started the sessions as a "waterfall."
By the time Winter Break
Jenny Butler/WiNoNAN
going up Nov. 20, Stolpa said.
Ferden said that the interest in started less than two weeks later, Winona State's newest dorm site has begun to take shape as the framework for the four buildings went up in Novemthe dorm increased "now that there were only 50 spaces left.
"The objective was to sell the ber. The construction crews are working through the cold weather in order to complete it in time for the beginning of
students can actually see them,
fall semester 2003. The apartment-style set-up of these dorms have made the rooms a big seller for current students.
instead of just cement founda- rooms to current students. We
were
told
to
hold
some
spaces
tions."
Ferden remarked that there for transfer students, but there
were many aspects of the dorm probably will not be any left,"
that makes it appealing to stu- Ferden said.
"The community aspect of
dents.
Besides the fact that it is a older students" is another bonus
new building, the apartment- that Ferden thinks students see in
style set-up is a big draw, Ferden the dorm.
said.
WINONAN

Check us out online at:
www.winona.edu/winonan

Thousands march in
Pittsburgh against
possible war with Iraq
PITTSBURGH (AP) — Carrying peace signs and chanting
"Drop Bush, not bombs," thousands of people marched through
snowfall Sunday to protest a possible U.S. war with Iraq.
Police estimated the crowd at
more than 3,000, and rally organizers said the protest was
among Pittsburgh's largest ever.
"It shows that in middle
America, cities like Pittsburgh
can turn out thousands against
war. We have shown that this
war is not popular," said Tim
Vining, executive director of the
Thomas Merton Center, a sponsor of the event.
Nuns, students, activists and
Vietnam War veterans marched
together as several inches of
snow fell and temperatures
dipped into the teens.
Money put toward invading
Iraq would be better used in education and health care at home,

Depression

Pittsburgh kindergarten teacher
Eileen Jardini said.
"Their economy and infrastructure are already compromised. Their people are suffering
already without health care. If
we go in, the people we'll hurt
the most won't be the army. It's
the women and children," Jardini
said.
The protest ended with a rally
in front of Carnegie Mellon University's Engineering Institute,
where police in riot gear protected the entrance. Organizers said
they chose the institute because
it has received military contracts.
The Pittsburgh Post-Gazette
reported on its Web site that
about 60 members of anarchist
groups and independent protesters broke away in an attempt to
tie up traffic. The newspaper
reported that a member of the
group broke a glass door at a
Marine recruiting station.

Lir LIP
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HOUNANEM EVERY CIAY
S traight out of Nairobi, Tiberious Mose and Milton Nyagaya plug in and

check back home through any one of WSU's almost io,000 Internet ports.
Tiberious utilizes the Web to follow the Kenyan national elections and to talk
politics and soccer with friends a hemisphere away.
Broadcaster Milton keeps up to date with world news online and entertains
family members with tales from the U.S.

"From anywhere on campus,
I can communicate to anyone who is out there."
- M.N.

Continued fromPage 1
•

is because males are more likely depression, is higher in rural
to own firearms than females and areas.
Stromquist has spent 20 years
therefore are more successful.
But why is Winona County studying risk behaviors, depreshigher than the Minnesota aver- sion and suicidal behavior in
age? Stromquist said it is Iowa and rural areas hoping to
because in rural communities bring awareness and educate othpeople are ashamed of their feel- ers.
"Depression over a long periings, scared if others find out
about their feelings and they od of time needs treatment and
don't know where to get help. with treatment there is prevenShe said poverty, alcohol abuse tion," Stromquist said.
and isolation, which can lead to

Work Study
this year.
Students who qualified for
state work study have been
switched to the federal program.
The future of the state-funded
work study program is unclear.
"We would have to have reinstatement of the state program
from state legislation," Peterson
said of the program's future. "It's
apparent that state legislation
does not see the value of work
study."
Educational departments that
have student help will determine
how to make cuts, but very few
students, if any, will lose their
jobs.
Workers will not see a
decrease in pay rate, but rather
hours they can work, Peterson
said.
"Department to department, it
will depend on how much
(money) they were allotted and
how much they have left over
from last semester," Peterson
said.
Departments turned in their
decisions to the financial aid
office last Friday.

Continued from Page 1
Jean May, a junior mass communication major, works in the
university publication office for
her main source of income.
Prior to the cuts, May worked
about 12 hours a week. Now her
hours are uncertain.
"They just started talking
about the cuts today, so I don't
know what will happen," May
said last Wednesday.
Students who are affected by
the cuts can meet with a financial
aid counselor about work study
replacement loans.
The loans are judged on an
individual basis and granted with
a semester check.
The checks will cover whatever missed wages a student
would have worked for the
remainder of the spring semester
— an average of $500 per student.
"We are really trying to get
students the money they anticipated, even if from a different
source," Peterson said.
The financial aid office said
all summer semester work study
has been cut off.

Winona State Laptop Program
www.winona.edu/laptop
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Students
communications courses, Introduction to Sociology, and Introduction to Psychology courses.
"Not only do these classes
count for University Studies, but
they are also required for most
majors such as nursing, criminal
justice and education. The great
need for all these classes is making it very difficult for WSU students to get classes that are
required," Schone said.
Other than crowded classrooms the group feels that the
dorms are also crowded. When
the group talked to Sara Lee Garcia, hall director of Lourdes Hall,
they were informed that 195
.males and 225 females are
'affected by built up rooms in the
dorms.
WSU is adding another residential hall in hopes that it will
eliminate some if not all the
overcrowding in the current
dorms.
"(The universities) current
'target of 1,550 new freshmen
and 520 new transfer students
remain in effect. At this point,
these targets have not changed
because of budgetary issues,"
Doug Schacke, director of
:admissions said.
The group feels the overcrowding at WSU is due to lower
standards, but Schacke said the
university has changed the standards for admissions to WSU.
"Currently, to be accepted as
an entering freshmen; a student
has to have a 21 composite on
the ACT or above."
"If a student has an 18, 19 or
20 and she or he is in the top half
of their high school graduating
class, she or he is accepted,"
Schacke said. Applicants will an
;ACT score of 17 or below will
',not be accepted.
"From the research we did,
we found that students who had
extremely low ACT scores, irregardless of class rank, tended not
to be successful students at
Winona State," Schacke said.

Continued from Page 1
"One reason Winona state
might be experiencing more
applicants is because WSU is
one of the "100 Best College
Buys," Grohn said.
This is the seventh year WSU
has been named as one of the
"100 Best College Buys."
The profiles are on the
schools that are the highest rated
academically and have the lowest price.
"Winona is the only Minnesota college to be included in the
"100 Best College Buys" and
this could be a . reason for
Winona specifically having an
increased enrollment," Lumsden
said.
The students feel WSU could
raise the standards of Winona
State University or start decreasing freshman enrollment by a
percentage each year.
At this point, the university
has accepted about 3,400 new
freshmen for next fall and is still
taking applications.
"As we are getting close to
our target number of acceptances, in the next several weeks
we may announce that we are
"limiting" admissions only to
those who are scholarship eligible, which is what we did last
year," Schacke said.
Schacke also said that in the
past only 43 to 48 percent of
accepted freshmen have actually
registered and attend classes in
the fall.
"Given the increased number
of residence hall spaces and the
increased sections of basic skills
courses, a target of 1,550 new
freshmen is indeed realistic,"
Schacke said.
"WSU is at the size it should
be, the university is making good
moves toward solving the overcrowding problem," Schacke
said.
Schacke also said that WSU
can't grow much more, and
needs to figure out how to benefit but not grow.

Meghann Miller/WINoNAN

Some students feel that many classrooms around the Winona State University campus are overcrowded. A recent
survey of 100 WSU students showed that 48 percent of those students surveyed had to blue card into multiple
classes each semester. These students feel the overcrowded classrooms detract from one-on-one interaction among
faculty members and students.

Latest computer worm exposes reactionary nature to security
NEW YORK (AP) — The latest
virus-like attack on the Internet exposes
more than a software flaw: The very
strategy that managers of computer networks typically adopt for security has
proven inadequate.
As network technicians worked Sunday to complete repairs to damage
caused by Saturday's fast-spreading
worm, government and private security
experts worried that too many security
managers are only fixing problems as
they occur, rather than keeping their
defenses up to date.
Security experts said Sunday that the
problem was largely under control,
though some worried that lingering
infections could appear when businesses reopen Monday.
The FBI said Sunday that the attack's
origin was still unknown.

The worm that crippled tens of thousands of computers worldwide and congested the network for countless others,
even disabling Bank of America cash
machines, took advantage of a vulnerability in some Microsoft Corp. software
that had been discovered in July.
Microsoft had made software
updates available to patch the vulnerability in its SQL Server 2000 software
— used mostly by businesses and governments — but many system administrators had yet to install them.
"There was a lot that could have been
done between July and now," said
Howard A. Schmidt, President Bush's
No. 2 cybersecurity adviser. "We make
sure we have air in our tires and brakes
get checked. We also need to make sure
we keep computers up-to-date."
As the worm infected one computer,

nections and did not need e-mail as a
carrier. Thus, only network administrators who run the servers, not end users,
could do anything to remedy the situation.
Security is a
According to Keynote Systems Inc.,
journey not a
which measures Internet reliability and
speed, network congestion increased
destination.
download times at the largest U.S. Web
sites by an average of 50 percent,..and
George Kurtz
some sites were completely unavailable
at times Saturday.
Chief executive of
Bruce Schneier, chief technology
Foundstone Inc.
officer at Counterpane Internet Security,
it was programmed to seek other vic- said the attack proves that relying on
is flawed "not because it's not
tims by sending out thousands of probes patches
a second, saturating many Internet data effective, but many don't do it."
Two of the previous major outbreaks,
pipelines.
Red and Nimda, also exploited
Unlike most viruses and worms, it Code
known
problems for which patches
spread directly through network con- were available.

But with more than 4,000 new vulnerabilities reported last year, according
to the government-funded CERT Coordination Center at Carnegie Mellon
University, system administrators can
have trouble keeping up.
Patches also take time to install and
could disrupt other systems and applications.
Schmidt said many network managers delay installing patches to fully
test them first.
George Kurtz, chief executive of
security company Foundstone Inc., said
antivirus and firewall products are no
longer enough.
"Security is a journey, not a destination," he said. "It needs continuous care
and feeding like a child."

Protesters demand bishop's resignation at New Hampshire cathedral
MANCHESTER, N.H. (AP)
— More than ' 200 Roman
Catholics and alleged victims of
priest sexual abuse gathered outside St. Joseph Cathedral on
Sunday and called for Bishop
John B. McCormack's resigna' CAttaiti 40 ACAPULCO * JAMAICA0.1
SAHAMAS * FIA/IIDA

tion.
Many said they were unimpressed by McCormack's apologies and explanations of how he
handled accusations against
priests while he was a top aide to
Boston Cardinal Bernard Law
from 1984 to 1994.
"John McCormack, don't ever
again try to confound the laity
with your babble," said Stephen
Lewis, of Lynn, Mass., who said
he was abused by a priest when
he was a child and that McCor-

mack didn't act on his complaints.
McCormack did not attend
Mass at the cathedral Sunday.
His spokesman, Patrick McGee,
said the bishop has no plans to
resign and wants to continue
working to help the victims of
abuse any way he can.
"The purpose of the demonstration was to show solidarity
with victims, and I think the
church in New Hampshire does
stand in solidarity with, victims,"

McGee said.
McCormack
has
been
accused of ignoring warnings
about predator priests in Massachusetts. And according to
church documents released in
civil lawsuits, he repeatedly took
the word of accused clergymen
over alleged victims.
"He was a pedophile shuffler," said demonstrator Lilliam
Albert, of Hanson, Mass. "If he
doesn't think the abuse of a child
is a crime, he doesn't need to be

a priest, or a bishop."
McCormack has been under
mounting pressure to resign
since Law stepped down in
December. The scandal arose in
Boston a year ago after court
documents revealed that Law
and others had shuffled abusive
priests from parish to parish
rather than removing them from
positions where they had access
to children.
In an unprecedented agreement last month, McCormack

STDs

Classifieds
Spring Break
***ACT FAST! Save $$$,
LAST CHANCE TO BOOK!
SPECIAL RATES FOR
GROUPS OF 6+.
WWW.LEISURETOURS.
COM / 800-838-8203

Spring Break
SPRING BREAK to Mexico

Students

Celebrity Spring Break
FREE GOVERNMENT
brought to you by StudentCiGRANTS!
! $5,000 To $50,000
ty.com! Book now and save up
in
30
days!
Send $4.00 plus an
to $100 on all Ineternational
self
addressed
stamped
trips. Party like a rock star with envelope to: Agent
LSW,manila
905
MAXIM Magazine, and JackN. Third St. #204, Burbank,
ass's Steve-O. Call 1-800-293.CA
91502
1445 for details, email
5ales@,)studentcity.com , or book
online at www.studentcity.com .

Students
Full-size Mattress Set COMPLETE w/frame. Brand new,
still in bag, $500 value, Sacrifice for $185. Delivery available, 608-304-2337
Up to $500/Wk, PIT, preparing
mailings. Not Sales. No Experience Required. Flexible
Schedules. (626) 294-3215
Need to sell something? Run
a classified in the Winonan.
It's cheap and easy! Call Mike
at 457-5677 or e-mail
winonanads@winona.edu

Help Wanted
Fraternities - Sororities Clubs - Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester with a proven CampusFundraiser 3 hour fundraising
event. Our programs make
fundraising easy with no
risks. Fundraising dates are
filling quickly, so get with the
program! It works. Contact
CampusFundraiser at (888)
923-3238 or visit www.campusfundraiser.com

averted criminal charges against
the Manchester diocese by
admitting the church'is handling
of abuse allegations fiad harmed
children.
"There is nothing courageous
about this man cutting a deal
with the attorney general when
the law had him in a corner by
the throat with indictments of
violating the child endangerment
laws of this great state of New
Hampshire," Lewis said.

Continued from Page 1

get tested and receive information about STDs.
Health Services does STD
testing on campus. If it is
revealed that an individual has
an STD, it will either be treated
or antibiotics will be given to
help incurable diseases and
infections.
It is less expensive for students to go to Health Services
than most other clinics in surrounding areas.
"HPV and Herpes are not as
easily treated as chlamydia and
gonnherea, which can be treated
with antibiotics. There are medications to relieve symptoms of
HPV and Herpes and we provide
the individual with information
about the STDs," Palm said.
Chlamydia is a curable STD,
but Herpes and HPV are not.
However, there is now a vaccine that is being researched for
prevention of HPV. Details about

the shot are unknown.
"The shot should be out in the
next couple of years," Palm said.
Women are more likely than
men to have an STD. A woman
who is sexually active with a
man who has an STD is more
likely to get that STD than a man
who is sleeping with a woman
who has an STD., because
women's bodies are more susceptible to infections and diseases.
The more sexual partners a
person has been with, the more
likely they are to have an STD.
Even if an individual has only
slept with one partner a man has
a 3 percent chance of having an
STD and a woman has a 5 percent chance.
"If anyone is ever afraid it's
always best to come and ask,"
Palm said.

Tell us what you think...
E-mail us at
winonan@winona.edu
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SPOTLIGHT

G
Performing fun

t Cetera

On your own?
Learn how to
be selfsufficient on
Page 7

for local group
Brigitte Demasi
WINONAN

With more than 75 students and community
members in attendance, the Winona International
Dancers were the first to perform in this year's
International Music Series. Laura Putzer, the
Residential College's production coordinator,
scheduled the performance.
The International Music Series runs throughout the spring semester of every one of the six
years it has been in existence.
The Winona International Dancers have been
involved with Winona State University's Residential College music series for each of those
years.
The Winona International Dancers have performed at the International Music series since its
inception. The group is also a perennial performer at the annual Winona Victorian Fair and
the Great River Festival in La Crosse, Wis.
Susan O'Brien, a dancer with the group, said,
"It's kind of becoming a lost art and it's great
recreation."
Formed in 1979, the Winona International
Dancers began as a recreational folk dance club,
although they are more widely recognized for
their public performances. Although the group
has been around for 23 years, they have not been
entertaining publicly for that long.
Performer Barbara Dufresne said, "It's my
therapy. We have fun!" She explained that mem-

bers come from as far away as Houston, Minn.
and Rochester, Minn. Eight members performed
on Thursday night do.
The Winona International Dancers perform on
invitation from various clubs around the state.
The Winona International Dancers' pieces
include dances from Russia, Germany, Poland
and Israel. Some of these dances are partner
dances, but most are line dances in the fashion of
their native countries. The dances also vary in
their age. A few dances are old, traditional and
well known. One dance, an Israeli and Arabic
friendship dance, originated within the past
10 years.
During their performances, the Winona International Dancers encourage their audience to
actively participate in the experience.
A teaching component is included in their presentations to make the audience more involved.
This gives people a greater sense of connection
with the dances, as well as a few steps to take
home and practice. Addressing the spectators,
Barbara Dufresne, speaking with a German
accent, said, "You vill do them (the dances) and
you vill enjoy it!"
The International Music Series will continue
to hold performances throughout the year. These
performances are held on most Thursdays in
Lourdes North Lounge at 7 p.m. Events are free
and open to the public.

Ty Gangelhoff/WrNoNAN

Barbara Nagel, of the Winona International Dancers, helps lead a Fiji Chula Chululu
hand dance Thursday evening in the Lourdes North Lounge during the opening week
of the Winona State University Residential College International Music Series. The free
concert series will continue this Thursday at 7 p.m. with Calle Sur, performing music of
South America.

Searching for football
legend under the sea

Meghann Miller/WiNONAN

Students gathered at the Performing Arts Center on Wednesday to perform "Jane:
Abortion and the Underground." Jan. 22 marked the 30th anniversary of the abortion
rights court case Roe v. Wade.

Group marks Roe v.
Wade anniversary
Stacy Booth
WINONAN

Wednesday, Jan. 22, marked the 30th anniversary of the legalization of abortion in the United
States with the Supreme Court decision in Roe v.
Wade.
The anniversary was commemorated at
Winona State University with various activities
Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday including a
film, reader's theater and panel discussion.
Turnout for all events was high, said Nikki
Gruis, student facilitator of the campus' Fighting
for Our Rights and Gender Equality chapter and
one of Winona State University's MN National
Abortion and Reproductive Rights Action
League representatives. Both organizations and
WSU's women's studies department helped to
put together the events.
"The turnout for the first two events were just
awesome," Grins said. "We weren't expecting
that many for the play and we almost had a full
house."
Audience members for all three events included both sides of the abortion issue.
Warriors for Life, a pro-life group at Winona
State, had some members at each event and a
group at Thursday night's forum, Paula Minell, a
member of the group, said.

Thursday night's panel included four speakers: Tim Stanley, executive director of MN
NARAL; Tamara Berg, director of WSU's
women's studies department; Diane Palm, director of student health services at WSU and Peter
Sternberg, professor of health and human performance.
Although the panel concentrated on abortion
legislation, various other topics were addressed,
including abstinence-only sex education in
school and how concerned people can make their
voices heard.
Gruis said everyone on the panel was pleased
with the comments and questions from the audience.
"Our big thing was that this was the 30th
anniversary (of Roe v. Wade) this year, and we
wanted as big of a turnout as possible so people
could be aware of what is going on with Roe v.
Wade," Gruis said.
Minell said the main reaction about the events
from Warriors for Life was "just realizing how
many misconceptions there still are about the
pro-life movement.
"At the forum, for example, the students who
were emceeing it, they kind of immediately
jumped to religion, and no one from our group
had ever brought that up." Minell explained that
not everyone is pro-life for religious reasons.
See Roe v. Wade, Page 8

IOWA CITY, Iowa (AP) — Richard Tosaw is
scouring the bottom of the Gulf of Paria in search
of an Iowa football legend — famed Heisman Trophy winner Nile Kinnick and the fighter plane he
was flying when he plunged to his death in 1943.
The 77-year-old California resident has invested $10,000 and about a decade of his life to dredging up the remnants from approximately 100 feet
of water off the coast of Trinidad, employing the
aid of British salvage expert/scuba diver Martin
Woodward and a magnetometer, which detects
geomagnetic fields.
The duo hope to find even as much as Kinnick's
dog tags before they leave the balmy Caribbean on
Jan. 27.
Tosaw, a UI Writers' Workshop alumnus, left
for Trinidad on Jan. 19 to pursue his fascination
with mysterious plane crashes and his interest in
Kinnick, who played football with Tosaw's older
brother, Michael Tosaw, in the late 1930s. This is
the second time Tosaw, a retired lawyer who now
runs a business tracking down missing heirs, has
tried to recover the Kinnick plane, which crashed
into the gulf on June 2, 1943. Kinnick was 24.
"My interest with Kinnick takes me back to my
teenage years, when I followed Iowa football,"
Tosaw said via telephone from Port of Spain,
Trinidad. "Also, Nile came from my hometown of
Omaha, where he moved during the Depression."
The Hawkeye back was awarded the Heisman
Trophy in 1939 — Iowa's first and, so far, only —
then turned down a professional football career
after his senior year to enroll in the UI law school.
Many had tapped him for a successful political
career, possibly following in his grandfather's footsteps to become governor of Iowa.
Kinnick enlisted in the U.S. Navy in 1941 as
part of the war effort and died during a practice
flight.
Tosaw first formed a committee around a
decade ago to try to salvage Kinnick's plane,

amassing a hundred members, including Kinnick's
former teammates Al Coupee and George "Red"
Fry. The project stalled and appeared hopeless
when Tosaw began thinking the plane would be
corroded beyond repair after being submerged for
so long.
But he would not let the opportunity go. "I still
wanted to give it a shot and check out the situation," he said.
He filed a Freedom of Information Act to obtain
the approximate coordinates of Kinnick's crash site
from logs recorded on the USS Lexington and
hired Woodward, who came equipped with the latest sonar gear.
Woodward has worked on other salvage projects, including the recovery of the plane that
crashed in the English Channel in 1944 while carrying big-band legend Glenn Miller.
"I don't believe retrieving the plane would be
wrong," said Fry, one of the six surviving members
of the Iron Man squad that included Kinnick.
"I think it would look great outside Kinnick
Stadium," he said from his home in Albia, Iowa,
adding that he hopes Tosaw is successful in his
endeavor.
Tosaw said anything recovered will be donated
to the UI.
It would be great to see the plane salvaged, said
Dean Felderman, an avid Kinnick enthusiast from
the former Hawkeye's hometown of Adel, Iowa.
His sentiments are echoed by some in thecentral
Iowa town of 3,500.
"Nile Kinnick means a great deal to the people
of Adel, and we are all excited to know what happens," said Paula James, the director of the city's
library, which plans to honor Kinnick in the near
future by naming a room after him.
For now, Tosaw cruises the green fishing waters
30 miles off the coast of Port of Spain, searching
for a legend among corals and sea life.

Science makes efficient manure
CEDAR RAPIDS, Iowa (AP) — Scientists
have found a procedure that removes phosphorus
from hog manure and converts it into a phosphate
that can be used as fertilizer, according to the U.S.
Department of Agriculture.
The first full-scale application is being operated
by Super Soil Systems USA at a Smithfield hog
farm in Duplin County, N.C.
"This technology is a good example of how
agricultural research can provide benefits to everyone through environmental protection and
improvement," said Agriculture Secretary Ann
Veneman, who unveiled the removal process Friday.
"This research provides an opportunity to help
farmers better protect the environment and
enhance the soil they use for planting," she added.
Removing phosphorus from manure liquids can

lower pollution in streams and rivers. Too much
phosphorus leads to oxygen depletion in rivers and
lakes.
"We do appear to have a significant problem
with phosphorus in Iowa's waters," said Ubbo
Agena, a pollution coordinator with. the Iowa
Department of Natural Resources.
The process will be a boon to large pork ,producers with little land for spreading manure. But it
won't be needed by many of Iowa's pork producers, said Terry Steinhart, Iowa State UniversityExtension swine specialist based in Sigourney.
The cost of the new technology hasn't been
determined, said Hunt, who worked on it at the
U.S. Department of Agriculture's Coastal Plains
Soil, Water and Plant Research Center in Florence,
S.C.
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Happenings
Jan. 30
Martin Luther King Jr. birthday event,
sponsored by the Cultural Diversity Office will
be held in the Cybercafe of Kryzsko Commons.
International Music Series will be held
at the Residential College featuring South
American music performed by Calle Sur at
7 p.m. in North Lounge at Lourdes Hall.

Jan. 31
The Fourth Annual WSU Jazz Ensemble
Ballroom Dance fundraiser, directed by Rich
MacDonald, will be held at the Hilltop Ballroom in Fountain City, Wis. from 7:30 p.m. to
11 p.m. Admission is $5 per person.

Feb. 4
Rich MacDonald and friends will be performing the music of Dave Brubeck in the
P.A.C. Recital Hall at 7:30 p.m. Tickets are
$5 for adults and $3 for students.

Feb. 7-8
Chicago City Limits, a play, will be performed at Saint Mary's University's Page Theatre
at
7:30 p.m.

Feb. 9
The Kirk Duo will be performing, as
part of the Gilmore Creek Recital Series at
Saint Mary's University's Figlio Recital Hall at
3 p.m.

Feb. 13-15
Dancescape will be taking place in the
Performing Arts CenterMain Stage at 7:30 p.m.
both nights and at 2 p.m. Saturday afternoon.
Dancescape is directed by Gretchen Cohenhour
and tickets will be available in the box office.
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BRIEFS
Gibbons to read selection in Great River Reading Series
Reginald Gibbons will read from his
new book of poems, "It's Time," as part
of the John S. Lucas Great River Reading Series Feb. 10 at Winona State University.
The reading will take place at 7 p.m.
in the North Lounge of Lourdes Hall.
Gibbons is the author of seven books
of poems, a novel, a collection of short
prose pieces and several volumes of
translation, including The Bakkhai and
Antigone. Poet Eleanor Wilner has said
of Gibbons' work that he "has made a
supple, intimate blues instrument of the
American vernacular, what he calls the
`good enough mother tongue.' Gibbons'
work is a memorable, sorrowing and
somehow consoling meditation on life's
fragility..." Of his latest book, " It's Time,"
Louis McKee states that Gibbons
"uncovers the real talk of Americans, the
rich weave of common speech."
Gibbons has received numerous
awards and fellowships, including a
Guggenheim Fellowship, a National
Education Association (NEA) Fellow-

ship, the Anisfield-Wolf Book Award
and the Jesse Jones Award for Best
Novel for the novel Sweetbitter, a
Pushcart Prize, the Carl Sandburg
Award, the John Masefield Award and
the Balcones Poetry Prize. He was the
editor of TriQuarterly magazine from
1981-1997, during which time the
magazine became one of the most
influential literary journals in the
nation.
A native of Texas, Gibbons lives in
Evanston, III., and teaches in the English department at Northwestern University. He also teaches in the summer
residency Master of Fine Arts program
at Warren Wilson College.
Following the reading, Gibbons will
participate in a discussion of the writing life and the current state of literary
culture. Both the reading and the discussion are free and open to the public.
Gibbons's appearance at WSU is cosponsored by the John S. Lucas Great
River Reading Series, the Residential
College and the Carriage House Bed

and Breakfast.
For more information, contact James
Armstrong at 457-5418 or
jarmstrong@winona.edu .

Students host "Reading on the Mall"
February has been declared "I love to read month!" by the
International Reading Association.
To celebrate the students in Donna Helble's Children's Literature and Reading and Language Arts classesat WSU will
sponsor the 20th annual "Reading on the Mall."
This event begins Saturday, Feb. 1, at 9:30 a.m. at the
Winona Mall. Children and adults in the community are invited to come to the Winona Mall to celebrate the joys of reading.
College students, children and other interested people
from the community will entertain at various booths with
reading, storytelling, plays and puppetry.
The "Storybook Character Parade," where participants are
encouraged to dress up as their favorite storybook characters, will begin lining up at 9:30 a.m. across from the mall's
TCBY's yogurt shop.
Other popular attractions for the event will be activities for
younger children at different tables featuring famous characters from popular children's books.

The Winona Public Library will have a display table and
will be giving away a book to children who stop by the exhibit.
The Central Elementary Parents and Teachers Association will be holding a used book sale during the "Reading on
the Mall" festivities.
At 11 a.m., and again at 1 p.m., Bob Miller will be performing his "Comedy Magic" show for children and the young at
heart.
Miller encourages his audience to participate through
actions and singing, using a variety of props and costumes to
keep children interested and to educate them on the importance of reading.
Donna Helble, professor of education at WSU, serves as
the chairperson for "Reading on the Mall."
Community sponsors for this event include the WSU Education Department, the Winona Mall, the Winona Education
Association, the Winona Rotary Club, and the Members of
Delta Kappa Gamma.

BCAA hosting
Soul Food Dinner
The Winona State University Black Cultural Awareness Association is hosting their 14th annual Soul Food Dinner, Feb. 15, at 5:30
p.m., in the east Cafeteria of Kryzsko Commons.
This year's dinner features an "African-American Pioneers"
theme.
Entertainment includes a performance of "Black Eagle" by the
Mixed Blood Theatre, illustrating the life of Dr. Ronald McNair, the
African-American scientist who died in the explosion of the space
shuttle Challenger in 1986.
This year's menu includes southern fried catfish and chicken,
black eyed peas, greens, yams, macaroni and cheese, corn bread,
peach cobbler, banana pudding, coffee and punch.
Tickets can be purchased Monday through Friday, 9 a.m. to
6 p.m., in the Lower Hyphen of Kryzsko Commons, and from 8 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m. in the Office of Cultural Diversity, also in Kryzsko
Commons.
The cost for the dinner is 515 for adults, $10 for students and $5
for children under seven.
WSU Students prepare stories to read for Saturday's "Reading on the Mall," in a photo from last year's
event. Pictured left to right are: Mickey Guzowski, Tara Anderson, Kristin Ruhsum, Desiree Heupel and
Neil Erickson.

"The Vagina Monologues" to be part of WSU V-day

Ensemble to host
annual fundraiser
The WSU Jazz Ensemble a number of standard dance
will be presenting an evening of arrangements from swing bands
ballroom dancing and big band such as Artie Shaw, Glenn
music at their fifth annual Miller, Tommy Dorsey, Count
fundraiser dance, Friday, Basic, Duke Ellington and
more.
Jan. 31.
Contact Rich MacDonald,
The fundraising dance is taking place from 7:30 to WSU Music faculty and WSU
11:30 p.m. at the Hilltop Ball- Jazz Ensemble director, with
room, S3135 County Road M, questions or for more informain Fountain City, Wis. Admis- tion on this event at
457-5259 or e-mail rmacdonald
sion is $5 per person.
The band is scheduled to play @winona.edu .

On the heels of the highly successful
V-Day 2002 College and Worldwide
Campaigns, V-Day Winona State University — a benefit production of Eve
Ensler's ground-breaking, Obie Awardwinning play, 'The Vagina Monologues"
— will take place on the Student Union
Stage on Feb. 20, 21 and 22 at
7:30 p.m. for the V-Day 2003 College
Campaign.
This benefit production is sponsored
by the Winona State University
women's studies department. Tickets
are $5 for Students, $8 for adults and
can be purchased (or reserved) by
phoning the Winona Women's
Resource Center at 452-4440.
As part of Eve Ensler's vision for a
world where violence against women
and girls does not exist, two additional
monologues — one created by men
and one by women — will be debuting.
These monologues will be developed
by members of the community and will
be based on the community's vision of a
world without violence.
Ensler said, "As V-Day benefit performances of The Vagina Monologues'

reach more people, as the V-energy
spreads, 2003 must be the year when
we envision a new world where violence has ended and V-World is finally
born."
V-Day is a global movement to stop
violence against women and girls. VDay generates broader attention for the
fight to stop worldwide violence against
women and girls including rape, battery,
incest, female genital mutilation and
sexual slavery. V-Day provides the
funding to create and nurture innovative
programs to stop the violence.
Through V-Day campaigns, local volunteers and college students produce
annual benefit performances of "The
Vagina Monologues" to raise awareness and funds for anti-violence groups
within their own communities. V-Day
itself stages large-scale benefits and
promotes innovative gatherings and
programs (The Afghan Women's Summit, The Stop rape Contest, Indian
Country Project, and more) to change
social attitudes about violence against
women.
The V-Day movement is growing at a

rapid pace throughout the world. VDay, a non-profit corporation, distributes funds to grassroots, national and
international organizations and programs that work to stop violence
against women and girls.
"The Vagina Monologues, which was
first performed off-Broadway by Eve
Ensler, dives into the mystery, humor,
pain, power, wisdom, outrage and
excitement buried in women's experiences.
Round-the-clock
and
up-to-theminute information about V-Day and
violence against women can be found
at the event's global web site at
www.vday.org .
For more information on the V-Day
Winona State University College Campaign check out
http://studentclubs.winona.edu/forge
The proceeds from these events are
donated directly by the schools to local
organizations in their communities that
are working to stop this violence.
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Variety is the key to
cooking for yourself
Missy Teff

Food Columnist

My morn recently called me to tell me that my brother
was now living—and cooking—on his own.
"All he eats is eggs and sandwiches. He's just cooking
for himself, but I'm worried he's not eating enough since he
doesn't really know how to cook," she said.
She was right to worry. My brother is 6'3", strong but
skinny. And he, like anyone else, is not going to get the
nutrients he needs to stay healthy if his diet rotates between
three different foods.
It is possible to survive on a diet consisting of boxed and
canned foods, such as ramen noodles and Spaghetti-Os.
However this is boring and will lead to food burnout, as
well as a high sodium intake.
The simplest thing to do is cook your favorite foods and
reheat them. I've been known to cook up my favorite hotdish (casserole to you non-Minnesotans) and reheat portions of it for a week, meaning I only have to cook once per
week. Although it's a bit repetitious, it's also healthy, quick
and convenient. This can be done with most dishes.
I've found ground beef to be a versatile option. Bulk
packages are often cheaper, so buy a larger pack, brown the
whole batch and freeze sections of the batch in air-tight
containers or plastic bags. When you need ground beef for
a recipe, simply pull a bag out of the freezer the day before,
thaw in the refrigerator overnight and you're ready to go
the next day!

Try this: Wild Rice Hotdish
1/2 cup uncooked wild rice
1 1/2 pounds cubed chickem
2 cups diced celery
3/4 cup chopped onion
1/4 cup butter
1/2 cup uncooked long-grain
white rice
1- 10 3/4 ounce can cream of
chicken soup
1- 4 ounce can of mushrooms
(optional)
5-6 tablespoons soy sauce

What to make the next day? Try mixing some barbeque
sauce and a bit of ketchup in for sloppy joes, or serve with
shredded lettuce, cheese and tortillas for tacos. Add to a can
of spaghetti sauce and serve over pasta, or go the extra mile
(okay, two blocks) to make lasagna. Stir ground beef
together with cooked pasta shells, tomato sauce and shredded cheese before baking in the oven for an hour for a dish
I've always known simply as "goulash."
You can, of course, add extra seasonings, herbs and
spices of these to truly customize the dish. Or add frozen
vegetables to increase the nutrients without increasing the
workload.
Wraps are growing in popularity in restaurants and fast
food places, where it is common to serve dishes-for-one.
Grab a tortilla and fill it with your favorite sandwich ingredients, roll it up and eat! Try turkey, lettuce and cheese with
a dash of mayo for something simple or assorted veggies
with a drizzle of vinaigrette dressing. This is a nice easy
one to eat on the go, just remember napkins.
I know many single cookers who swear by the George
Foreman Grill, including my cousin Patrick. Grab a slab of
meat, a handful of veggies or your favorite sandwich, sprinkle with your favorite seasonings and grill it up in a hurry.
Because of the smaller heating surface and direct contact
with eating elements, it will take less time to cook your
food. For us Minnesotans stuck indoors for the winter, it's
also a nice way to reminisce about summer grilling months.
To add a little more of the "home-cooked meal" feel, try
adding simple ingredients together to make your own creations. For an alternative to the traditional frozen pizza, top
a flour tortilla or English muffin with tomato sauce, pepperoni slices and shredded mozzarella, broil for 3 to 5 minutes
or until cheese is melted and a bit bubbly. You may also
toast the tortilla or English muffin in the oven for a minute
or two before adding toppings to intensify the texture.
Of course, if you're a guy my brother's size, you'll want
to make several of these.
Reach Missy Teff at fooddiva@hotmail.com

Rinse wild rise with warm
water. In a saucepan, cover
with water and boil for
10 minutes; drain and set aside.
Brown meat. Add celery,
onions and butter; brown until
tender. In a 3 quart casserole
dish, mix rice, soup, mushrooms and soy sauce with
31/2 cups boiling water; stir in
remaining ingredients.
Bake at 350 degrees for
1 1/2 hours.

(AP Photo/ Victoria Arocho)

Hasbro is ready to roll out a big line of merchndise linked to "Star
Wars: Episode I - The Phantom Menace." Among the products are
the re-issued "Star Wars" action figures Darth Vader, Ben (Obi-Wan)
Kenobi, Princess Leia Organa, Luke Skywalker, Chewbacca, R2-D2
and others.

"Star Wars" still able
to play on imaginations
RICHMOND, Ind. — It started out as a mother's answer to entertainment for a
bored 3-year-old home sick from preschool.
Stephanie Beaty put the three original "Star Wars" movies into the VCR to distract her sidelined son, Tanner.
Enchanted by the movies, Tanner wanted to know if toys had been made to go
with them. The next day Stephanie surprised her son with six "Star Wars" action
figures from her childhood collection.
Today, Tanner, who will be 6 on Monday, is Hasbro Inc.'s Best Young "Star
Wars" Collector in Indiana.
Tanner has more than 40 action figures and more than 100 "Star Wars" toys. He
entered a Hasbro contest for the Best Young Collector, ages 4-14, last fall after his
mother found it on Hasbro's Web site. From the hundreds of entries the company
received, winners were picked for each state and overall. Andrew Sherant, 13, of
Phoenix, won the top prize.
The contest entries had to include a picture of each collector and his or her collection. What judges liked about Tanner and his collection was how it got started
and how he enjoys it.
"I play with it every day and that way I can share it with my friends, too, and
now they want a collection like mine," he said.
"It was very clear to see that Tanner has a real passion for 'Star Wars,"' said Jeffrey Popper, director of marketing for Hasbro's "Star Wars" brand. "His enthusiasm
toward collecting action figures and other 'Star Wars' toys showed in his entry."
Tanner's enthusiasm is evident in person as well. He's constantly moving and
frequently talking about his collection. He is knowledgeable, too, easily identifying
each character and ship, talking about the movie scenes in which they appeared and
showing off the tricks of each toy.
His favorite? "All of them."
As the state winner, Hasbro is giving him a complete set of Hasbro's 2003 "Star
Wars: Episode II" 3.75-inch basic action figures, a Hasbro "Star Wars: Episode II"
action figure poster and a special Jorg Sacul figure — "Sacul" is Lucas, as in "Star
Wars"producer, director and creator George Lucas' name, spelled backward.
Tanner already had a good-sized collection when he entered the Hasbro contest.
Some were bought new, others at garage sales.
Tanner knows the dialogue to most of the five "Star Wars" movies and can even
speak the "foreign" languages. His favorite characters are Obi-Wan, Anakin and
Jango Fett — who he was costumed as for Halloween.
Stephanie said it was interesting to watch Tanner put the stories together, especially the day he realized that Anakin grows up to be Darth Vader. "That was a classic," she said.
Whether he's playing with others or by himself, Tanner's imagination knows no
boundaries, much like the outer space world in which he imagines himself.
"I make up new stories and I follow up to the ones I've watched," Tanner said.

The Wall Street Journal's Best-Sellers

FEBRUARY IS
AFRICAN AMERICAN
HISTORY MONTH

FICTION
1.

"Crossroads of Twilight" by Robert Jordan (Tor)

2.

"The Lovely Bones" by Alice Sebold (Little, Brown)

3.

"Prey" by Michael Crichton (HarperCollins)

4.

"The Last Jihad" by Joel C. Rosenberg (Forge)

5.

"Sons of Fortune" by Jeffrey Archer (St. Martin's Press)

6.

"Four Blind Mice" by James Patterson (Little, Brown)

7.

"The Arraignment" by Steve Martini (Putnam)

8.

"By the Light of the Moon" by Dean Koontz (Bantam)

9.

"Forever" by Pete Hamill (Little, Brown)

4.11$1

0,! r!."•., 5
NOW.,

\\L

. , At-T-ie r ti,

10. "I Don't Know How She Does It" by Allison Pearson (Knopf)
NONFICTION
1. "Suzanne Somers' Fast and Easy" by Suzanne Somers (Crown)
2.

"Good to Great" by Jim Collins (HarperBusiness)

3.

"Power of Now" by Eckhart Tolle (New World Library)

4.

"Body for Life" by Bill Phillips (HarperCollins)

5.

"Who Moved My Cheese?" by Spencer Johnson (Putnam)

6.

"Get With the Program! : Guide to Good Eating" by
Bob Greene (Simon & Schuster)

7.

"The Savage Nation" by Michael Savage (WND Books)

8.

"Get With the Program!" by Bob Greene (Simon & Schuster)

9.

"More Than a Pink Cadillac" by Jim Underwood (McGraw-Hill)

10. "Execution:The Discipline of Getting Things Done" by L. Bossidy,
R. Charan, C. Burck (Crown)

I'''
•

See our in-store display celebrating African American
History Month & enjoy 20% off publisher list prices
EVERYDAY in our General Book Department!
WSU Bookstore OPEN Monday - Friday, 8-5
Come Visit Us Today!

Tell your mom about our cheap
subscriptions!!!
winonan@winona.edu
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Theaters

`National Security' trailer
funnier than the real thing
Brian
Gallagher

Film Columnist

"National Security"
Starring Martin Lawrence, Steve Zahn
Directed by Dennis Dugan
1 star out of 4
Why you should go: Zahn is good, as
always.
Why you shouldn't go: Lawrence isn't
good, as always, lately, plus the story' is horrible.
I wish they gave out awards for movie
trailers. It's an art form, really. You have to
take the best parts of the movie and string
them together in a couple of minutes to make
the moviegoers spend their money on that
particular movie. And if I had an award for
the Most Deceiving Trailer, I would give it to
"National Security" hands down. The trailer
had a really cool song on it, it showed a
bunch of hilarious shots of the movie and it
really made me want to see this movie. After
I saw it, I really wished I didn't.
"National Security" is, how the trailer
puts it, a buddy comedy without the buddies.
Steve Zahn is a cop who gets thrown off the
force after some controversial footage is
shown of him "beating up" Lawrence. So he
gets a job for the company National Security
guarding department stores and warehouses
and such. It just so happens that Lawrence
works there as well and they have to team up
to catch some bad guys. It almost feels like a
remake of the 80s comedy "Armed and Dan-

gerous" with the late John Candy and
Eugene Levy a.k.a Jim's Dad from the
"American Pie" series. Candy was a cop,
thrown off the police force, who got a job as
a security guard and teams up with the former lawyer Levy to, take a wild guess here,
catch some bad guys. Take this movie, add
Lawrence and Zahn, take out most of the
humor, mix, blend, frappe and voila! You
have "National Security."
So, you might be asking yourself, why
did you want to see this movie so badly?
Well, for one, I'm a huge fan of Steve Zahn.
His hilarious performances in "Out of
Sight," "Happy, Texas" and "Saving Silverman" make him, as far as I'm concerned, one
of the most underrated comic actors in the
business. Lawrence, however, has been haphazard these days. He was great in "Bad
Boys" and "Nothing to Lose" but his standup comedy movie "Runteldat" and "Black
Knight," which looked so bad I wouldn't
even see it for free, have put him in a bit of a
slump. I was hoping that this movie would
drag him out of that slump, but it didn't. My
theory was that if he's surrounded by the
right actors, he's pretty good. Zahn is a good
actor, but Lawrence stunk up the show in this
movie. His overuse of the worn-out line
"What the problem is?" made me want to
shoot myself in the foot. It's kind of funny,
actually, because his performance makes
Zahn's look even better. His character is really an annoyance to Zahn's character and you
almost feel for Zahn because you're just as
annoyed by Lawrence as his character is.
Zahn, who was born in good old' Minnesota, gets most of the miniscule amount of
laughs in the movie. His expressions and
mannerisms are just perfect in almost every
situation, including scenes where he gets
slapped by a woman while trying to confiscate her car and one where a large black
woman has Lawrence by the throat for
snooping around her semi truck. He's a great
talent who I would write a character for in
one of my screenplays in a heartbeat. Call
me, Steve. We'll do lunch.
Lawrence, on the other hand, can be really funny in the right situations, but has been

in nothing but the wrong situations in many,
many years. He plays the same type of character in almost every movie: the angry black
man who can't get a break. He has that character down to a T but there's a problem. It's
just plain boring now that he's done it 856
times. He is a pretty good actor, but in this
movie, as in others, it really seems that he's
trying way too hard to get a laugh. His performance seems more contrived than natural
and results in a very quiet theater, which is
never good for a comedy.
Screenwriters Jay Scherick and David
Ronn, the writing team behind the sometimes-funny-but-mostly-boring comedies
"Serving Sara" and "I Spy" string together a
predictable, boring screenplay that I'm surprised was bought in the first place. You can
see everything coming a mile and a half
away, the dialogue is corny and the ending
has been done • a million times before i.e.
"Armed and Dangerous."
Director Dennis Dugan is a pretty good
comic director. He's brought us the hilarious
"Happy Gilmore," "Big Daddy" and "Saving
Silverman." He has a good control of the
camera, and usually handles his actors well.
And even though Lawrence is wretched in
this movie, he does have good command of
his actors. I could really see what he was trying to do with the movie. Problem is, it didn't work. There's a personal quote from him
that I found on the Net and it says, "Audiences that go to my movies don't want a
message. They don't want my soul exposed
or my life's view. They just want to laugh."
Sorry Dennis. I really didn't laugh that
much.
"National Security" is a movie about getting a second chance to turn your life around.
Lawrence will be getting a second chance to
turn his career around this summer with
"Bad Boys 2" the sequel to his last huge boxoffice hit. And he'll need it, because
"National Security" does nothing but add to
his current string of bad movies.
Reach Brian Gallagher at brian754@
charter. net

Breaking up over e-mail or
phone should be avoided
Cord Blomquist
Love and Relationship Columnist
WINONAN

Dear Cord,
I really need to break-up with my boyfriend, but I don't
think I can face him in person, is it okay to break it off by email?
—Soon-to-be-Single in Sheehan

ken you are. A phone call allows more clarity of expression than
AIM if you absolutely can't face the person that you until
recently had some sort of feelings for. Get out and live your
damned lives, don't hide behind a monitor!
Dear Cord,
How do you approach someone you're interested in if you
have never talked to them before?
--Lonely in Lourdes
Dear Lonely,
This is a question that I must admit that I struggle with as
well. This column is intended to provide answers to your questions, but I'm afraid that I must now reverse our roles and consult my readers' collective pool of knowledge.
This question is particularly problematic for men who wish
to approach women. In the continuing battle of the sexes, men
appear to be behaving as though they were storming the beach at
Normandy. Women, by contrast, are deeply entrenched and on
the defensive.
I blame these stances on the differences in the levels" of emotional awareness of men and women. Women, being the more
advanced half of the species, are certainly more emotionally
aware than men. I believe it's the intensity of emotion that
women are more prone to experience than men that necessitates
that women wade into relationships slowly.
Men are completely opposite of this. Men are emotionally
closed off and replace that emotional attachment with an overactive sexuality.
This odd paring of emotionally evolved women and Neanderthal men seems destined to come to conflict.
This is the difficulty that I am faced with when trying to
introduce myself to a woman. There has to be a way to
approach a stranger that you simply think looks attractive or
interesting in some way.
My attempts to date have included asking a woman if she is
wearing space pants or inquiring as to whether it hurt when she
fell from heaven. These lines have had poor results at best.
Certainly there must be a surefire method of introducing
yourself to someone without coming off as weird or creepy.
Please give me, and Lonely in Lourdes, some advice on how
we can solve this problem in starting new relationships.

Dear Soon-to-be-Single,
I understand the desire to not be there for the emotional fallout that the "breakup-bomb" can cause, but I am afraid that
bearing the consequences of your decision to end a relationship
with someone is a responsibility that you accept when entering
into that relationship.
E-mail and telephone break-ups are only acceptable if you
have only dated someone for a brief period of time, perhaps
three weeks to a month. Of course time isn't how we ought to
measure the appropriate break-up method. You have to measure
that by how attached you feel to your partner, or how attached
they might feel to you.
If you have dated someone for a long period of time there is
usually some sort of emotional bond between you and that person. Although you have clearly dissolved the bond you feel to
some degree, you still owe it to your "soon-to-be ex-partner" to
help them through this hard time. Who better to console your
partner than the person who they have formed this bond with?
Being there during the break up helps your former partner
gain closure and it will help preserve some sort of post-breakup
friendship. Of course, this only applies to most cases. So don't
blame me if you are dating a "bad-breaker-upper." Some people
might become exceedingly angry and hurl insult (or sharp
pointy objects) at you. This is why break-ups must be done in
an area with at least two exits. It is often a good idea to plan
escape routes ahead of time and practice evacuating the scene.
This is similar to planniqg your exit in case of fire, except that
fire would be much more understanding than a scorned ex.
One last note on this subject: Do not breakup with someone
over AOL Instant Messenger or any other form of internet
instant messaging. Even if you are both agoraphobics who
never leave your dorm rooms, this is totally inappropriate and
will be disastrous for both of you. Human relationships involve
Reach Cord Blomquist at cablomqu6772@webmail.
eye contact, reading body language and facial expressions, and
winona.edu
the subconscious detection of pheromones.
None of this can be done by gazing into the glare of a cornputer screen and typing :-( to express how incredibly heart-broBasko Wolf

by Andy Vercnocke

IMAGINE STUDENTS
SURFING THE WED IN
(LASS, CHECKING E-MAIL
OUTSIDE ON A

HEY! ARE YOU GOING
TO SHOW US THE
DEPARTMENTS OR WHAT?

OK, DOT (AN I SHOW YOU
MY POWERPOINT
PRESENTATION
FIRST?

c.'.

*GROAN*

Up and coming:
The Residential College Spanish and. Latin film series
continues this semester. This spring, the series will be
moving to the lounge in Maria Hall.
Each film features English subtitles. The Maria
L\lounge is located in the Lower Level of Maria Hall and is
accessible by the stairway in Maria Hall and also by the
tunnel that connects Maria with Lourdes Hall.
Each film begins at 7 p.m. on Thursday nights during the
semester,

January 30
"El Norte"
Beginning in the mountains of Guatemala, El Norte is a
story of two siblings who flee their village after their father
is assassinated by the government. It is a journey filled with
never-to-be-forgotten dangers and hardships.

February 6
,"All About My Mother"
Pedro Almodovar's moving and funny tribute to women,
the men who want to be women and the glories of melodrama was an audience and critics' favorite around the world.
The Academy Awards, the Chicago Film. Critics Association, the Los Angeles Film Critics Association, the New
York Film Critics Circle and the National Board of Review
all proclaimed it the Best Foreign Language Film of 1999.
Cecilia Roth, Antonia San Juan, Marisa Paredes and Penelope Cruz all give exceptional performances in this unique
tale of a mother and the friendships she makes as she looks
for her former lover after their son is killed.
"It's the crossover moment in the career of a born fourhankie storyteller of ever-increasing stature." (Janet
Maslin, New York Times).
February 20
"Like Water for Chocolate"
Immensely popular, this is amagical story of a young
girl whose cooking is infused with her emotions as she prepares her meals. Unrequited passions, changing political
situations and madness emerge in this highly entertaining,
sensual and funny story.
Written by Laura Esquivel and directed by her husband.

March 20
"Carmen, (Carlos Saura)"
Auditioning dancers for a flamenco ballet adaptation of
the opera Carmen, a charismatic choreographer discovers a
fiery new lady.
During rehearsals they become involved in a torrid affair
whose emotions parallel the story of jealousy and betrayal
in the production.

April 3
"Black Orpheus"
Marcel Camus' quintessential love story based on theGreek myth of Orpheus and Eurydice is set against the
vivid backdrop of carnival in Rio de Janeiro.
Orpheus, the streetcar conductor, falls hopelessly in love
with Eurydice.
Winner of the Grand Prize at Cannes as well as an Oscar
for Best Foreign Film.

Roe v. Wade
Continued from Page 5
Minell said another major misconception people have about the
pro-life movement is that they are just concerned with abortion.
"(Warriors for Life's) slogan is for protecting life from the womb to
the tomb — conception to natural death. We're concerned with anything that is disrespectful to life."
Susan Sefkow, professor of psychology at WSU, said in her opening remarks at last Tuesday night's event that she "could make a case
for both sides of this issue as being pro-life," and it just depends
who's life is being discussed.
No matter what stance a person takes on abortion, Tamara Berg
said Thursday night that unwanted pregnancy prevention is one
place for both sides to meet, solving a lot of problems and making
many issues disappear.

Long-time police
officer to retire
MILWAUKEE (AP) — One of the oldest active police officers in
the country is retiring after more than 60 years on the force.
"I woke up one morning at 4 a.m. and it just seemed as though God
was standing there and telling me, 'It's about time Andy,"' said Lt.
Andrew Anewenter, 86.
The great-grandfather holds the record for longest service in the
department. His last day is March 14.
Anewenter said he figured he would have to learn a whole new procedure in November when the department gets a new chief — and he's
tired of all the paperwork and 10-hour days.
"I think I needed a little bit more time for myself and my wife,"
Anewenter said.
He made the decision last week and turned in his paperwork Monday. He was invited to the command staff meeting Wednesday, where
they presented him with a plaque and praised him for all his years on
the job.
"I am retiring to possibly some other category, you know, whether
it's volunteer work or financial return," he said. "Even with my seniority, they feel I have things to offer and I have."
Anewenter started with the department June 1, 1942, and has investigated murders, assaults, thefts, counterfeiting, drugs and a plane
crash, and done security for celebrities, including Elvis Presley.
President Bush congratulated Anewenter for his decades of service
last May during a visit to Milwaukee.

Is your club hosting an activity? Want to see it
covered in the Winonan? Tell us about it!
NA,

nryry)

winonanetc@yahoo.corn
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Women's b-ball
beat the Beavers,
not the Bulldogs

Score 'em
Women's Hoops — 1/24-25
Warriors
Bemidji State

86
78

Warriors
UM-Duluth

54
66

Men's Hoops — 1/24-25
Warriors
Bemidji State

Forrest Dailey

98
108

Warriors
UM-Duluth

WINONAN

The Warrior women played
two games this weekend on the
road against the Bemidji Beavers
on Friday night and the Duluth
Bulldogs on Saturday night.
Against Bemidji on Friday, the
Warriors came away with an
86-78 win. In the first half Bemidji fouled the Warriors and turned
the ball over repeatedly. By halftime, the game was tied at 36
apiece.
Jenny Johnson led the way for
Winona scoring 25 points while
sinking nine of 10 free throw
attempts. Anne Straate grabbed
eight rebounds. Kim Dreyer
chipped in with six assists.
For the Beavers, Katie Long
collected 19 points, fronting an
attack in which five Bemidji players scored in double digits. Stacia
Swanson had eight rebounds, and
Crystal Jones put in six assists.
The Warriors dominated the
second half, shooting 64 percent.

59
80

Gymnastics — 1/24
Warriors placed 5th with a
schore of 185.450

Watch 'fin
Women's Basketball
At Northern State, Friday,
5:30 p.m.
At UM-Morris, Saturday,
5:30 p.m.

•

Men's Basketball
At Northern State, Friday,
7:30 p.m.
At UM-Morris, Saturday,
7:30 p.m.

Women's Track
At UW-Stout, Saturday

Gymnastics
Jefferson Invitational, Friday, 6 p.m.

Doug Sundin/WiNoNAN

Jenny Cuculi, a junior jumper, took seventh place in the long jump to help the
team to its third place finish at the LaCrosse, Wis. meet last weekend.

Start 'on
Nicole Terbilcox
Nicole Terbilcox tied for
third in the floor exercise
and the Warriors placed fifth
in the Cardinal Classic held
at Ball State University in
Muncie, IN on Friday.
Terbilcox had the best
individual finish for the
Warriors as her 9.825 score
on the floor exercise tied her
for third place. She went on
to finish 12th in the allaround with a 37.150.
Terbilcox is a junior and
competes in all events.

Quote 'em
"We played better in the second half, but the fact is, you
gotta play 40 minutes."
Men's Basketball Coach
Mike Leaf

Count `ern
3
Number of baseball fans
that I found out are actually
reading this.

3
Number of Tampa's 6 touch
downs that came as a result
of interception returns.

11
What our WSU cheerleaders are ranked in the nation.

16

Chasing records
WSU's women's track team broke
five school records this season
sion III teams and the Warriors fared well with
high place winners throughout the events.
In the 200-meter dash, Miller took second
Jamie Miller's first place finish in 55-meter with her time of 27.47. Jenny Cuculi finished
dash helped Winona State University's track a few spots behind Miller in fifth with a time
team finish in third place at the Don Bremer of 27.69 and Brittany Reinbolt finished in the
quadrangular at the University of Wisconsin- sixth spot.
La Crosse. Not only did Miller win the event, . Deidra Faber ran the 400-meter dash in
but she also set another school record with her 1:04.50, which was good enough for sixth
place.
time of 7.35.
Heidi Inabnit placed
The Warriors now
fifth in the 5000 meter
have five new
run, while her teamrecords on the season
mate Sara Beier placed
and according to
We may not be
seventh.
head coach Kim
In the high jump
Blum, this is a wonthe best, but we
event, Nicole Reisner
derful achievement
tied for second with
have proof that
for her.
Carie Simonson from
"Being a fourth
we
are
moving
in
UW-La Crosse. They
year runner, she has
both jumped 1.52
been chasing this one
the right direction.
meters. Keri Kreuzer
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placed fourth.
nice to see her finally
Kim Blum
The highest place
get it. First place is
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also very good at this
was Reinbolt with her
Head Coach
type of meet," Blum
vault of 3.06. Kendra
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Miller was not alone when it came to set- Taylor and Jenny Foegen finished fifth and
ting records. Tracy Knippel also set a school sixth with their vaults.
Miller jumped 16-01.75 in the long jump,
mark in the triple jump by jumping 36-07. Her
which
put her into fourth place directly ahead
jump landed her in second place right behind
Tricia Clark from UW-La Crosse who jumped of her teammate Faber who jumped 16-01.50.
37-041
See Track, Page 10
This meet consisted of high quality Divi-

Ashley Roberson
WINONAN

Pingpong
tourney
gains more
popularity
Jen Powless
WINONAN

Number of days until the
first WSU men's tennis
match in St. Cloud, Min.

50
Number of contestants in
this year's pingpong tournament.

67
Out of 112 athletes, entertainers, politicians and
other famous personalities
picked the Raiders to win
the Super Bowl in the
Scripps Howard Celebrity
Super Bowl Poll.

• Many students gathered
last Sunday to witness
Winona State's second annual pingpong tournament.
The tournament was started last year by a Winona
State Resident Advisor,
Milan Homola.
Homola supervises the
tournament, which had
approximately 50 contestants
this year.
"I take all the names and
pull them out of a hat and fill
in the brackets," Homola
said. Homola said it's not a
complicated process but he
wants to ensure fairness.
Homola said that this year
they had approximately eight
or nine women participate in
the tournament.
The winner of this year's
pingpong tournament was
Hermon Berhane. Berhane
was also the winner of last
year's pingpong tournament.

Contributed photo

Leigh Johnson, Custom Alarm owner and CEO; Tom Gunn,
Custom Alarm of Winona; and Dan Schumacher

Contributed photo

Mike LaLonde, General Manager of Holiday Inn-Winona; Mike
Rivers, Rivers Hotel Group owner; and Dan Schumacher,
WSU Director of Athletic Development

With the victory, the Warriors
pulled a game ahead of the
Beavers in the conference, and
two games ahead overall.
On Saturday the Warriors were
up against the conference leading
UM-Duluth Bulldogs. At halftime
Duluth led 36-24, as Winona shot
just 35 percent in the first half.
Heather Peterson hauled in
10 rebounds and collected four
assists. Jenny Johnson scored
19 points for Winona.
Duluth's Kim Toewe and Lindsey Dietz each scored 14 points.
Toewe also had 12 rebounds for
the Bulldogs. Katie Pavlich and
Tanysha Scott each added five
assists to the winning effort.
By the end of the second half
the Warriors were upended by the
Bulldogs 66-54.
The Warriors fell to 8-10 overall, 3-6 in the NSIC. The Duluth
Bulldogs improve to 14-3 overall,
7-2 in the conference. WSU plays
at UM-Morris and Northern St.
next weekend.

Warriors still leading
the conference, barely
11.

Ben Grice

Saturday's game was Winona
State's second-straight loss.
The first came Friday night as
It was lights out for the
Bemidji
State beat the Warriors
Winona State men's basketball
108-98.
team in Saturday night's game.
WSU trailed by as many as
Snuffing out the Warriors'
chances of extending their North- 18 points in the first half before
ern Sun Intercollegiate Confer- closing the gap to five in the secence lead was the extraordinary ond.
"We really dug ourselves a
shooting of a University of Minhole
early on," Coach Leaf said.
nesota-Duluth bench player.
WSU fell 80-59 largely "We played better in the second
because of shooting guard Dusty half, but the fact is, you gotta play
40 minutes."
Decker's three-point stroke.
Standing out for the Warriors
Decker came off the Bulldogs'
were
guards Malvik and Jon
bench to hit nine of 10 three-point
shots. All of his game-high 27 Urbach. Each scored 25 points
points came from beyond the and combined to hit 17 of 21
shots from the field.
three-point arc.
"They played pretty well,"
"Decker was definitely feeling
it," WSU Coach Mike Leaf said. Leaf said. "We got full-court
"We had a hand in his face at the pressed the entire game, which
three-line, but he just hit shots led to some easy baskets."
Zellman and Eric Doster also
from one or two steps behind it."
The Warriors were in the game shot well, scoring 15 and 13
early, down by five points at the points respectively.
Forward Charles Hanks led
half, but the deficit grew even furBemidji State with 25 points.
ther during the final 20 minutes.
The weekend road trip losses
"It was a very physical basketball game and I think it took its leave WSU 8-10 overall, but still
in a three-way tie for the confertoll on us," Leaf said.
Freshman guard David Zell- ence lead. Northern State and
man lead the Warriors with Southwest State share the War13 points on four of seven shoot- riors' 7-2 conference record.
The Warriors will face Northing. Zach Malvik and Justin
Redetzke also hit double figures. ern State and UM-Morris this
Malvik scored 12 and Redetzke weekend.
WINONAN

Businesses donate
$15,000 to WSU
athletic scholarships
Businesses from across southern Minnesota are generously
supporting Winona State University athletics and its student-athletes through contributions to the
university's General Athletics
Scholarship Fund.
Recently, four businesses contributed a total of $15,000
towards scholarships which will
assist men's and women's athletes
from all of WSU's athletics programs. Contributions of $5,000
were made by Midwest Wireless,
a regional cellular and digital
wireless technology firm based in
Mankato, Minn., and by the
Rivers Hotel Group, owners and
operators of Winona's Holiday
Inn and Best Western Riverport
Inn.
Additional
donations
of
$2,500 were made by Custom
Alarm/Custom--Communications,
Inc., a security and sound system
firm based in Rochester, Minn.,
and by Underdahl ChevroletOldsmobile of Winona.
"We could not compete at a
national level without our corporate sponsors, " said Dan Schumacher, WSU Director of Athletic Development.
"A great deal of Winona
State's athletic success can be
attributed to the generosity of
these sponsors."
These recent contributors join
a growing list of WSU athletics
corporate sponsors, including
,

Ace Communications, Wells
Farao, Quality Inn, Jefferson's
Pub and Grill of Winona, Merchants Bank, Enterprise Rent-aCars, Southeastern Minnesota
Sport & Spine, Schott Distributing Company, EconoFoods and
Pepsi.
Schumacher said WSU's corporate sponsors have many reasons as to why they contribute to
the scholarship program. He
hopes to share with these sponsors how important they are to
the overall quality of Winona
State University and its athletic
programs.
"Winona State University has
a huge impact on higher education in southeastern Minnesota.
We support that, and athletics is a
part of the higher education experience," said Leigh Johnson,
owner and CEO of
Custom Alarm/Custom Communications, Inc.Mike Rivers,
owner of Rivers Hotel Group and
a 1972 graduate of Winona State,
said, "I give to Winona State and
its athletics programs because I'm
an alum and a former athlete. I
know what a great impact WSU
athletics has on the local economy. The university brings a lot of
opportunities for people to take
part in and enjoy, and the athletic
teams create a lot of hometown
pride."
See Donation, Page 10
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WSU Women's Bowling Team seeks members

Fighting `til the finish line

Calling all WSU women! The Winona
State Women's Bowling Team needs you
now! If you like to bowl competitively
and think you are exactly what our team
needs, then what are you waiting for?
There are three major tournaments
coming up and the team is looking for a

few women who think they could make
the cut. The only prerequesite to being on
the team is that you like bowling and you
have fun- while you are doing it. If this
sounds like an opportunity you may be
interested in, contact Joe Reed in the Student Union at 507-457-5312.

Track
Continued from Page 9
In the weight throw, Jennifer Klatt
had a strong second place finish with her
throw of 49-10.50. Stephanie Alens
placed fourth with a throw of 40-06.25.
Klatt also placed third in the shot put
while Katy Knickrehm placed fifth and
Alens placed seventh.
The 4x200-relay team consisting of
Jen Herbst, Knippel, Reinbolt and
Amanda Hansen placed second with
their time of 1:51.52.
UW-La Crosse won the meet with
212 points, followed by Wartburg College with 162.25. Winona State placed
third with 116.50 points, just ahead of

Luther College who finished with 56.25 week they are going to be a little crepoints.
ative in practice so that those injuries
"We are pleased with where we fin- don't get any worse.
ished considering that last year we only
After their good showing in La
scored 93 points. We also feel pretty Crosse, they hope to do the same thing
good about beating Luther," Blum said. next weekend at Stout. The meet will be
"The team is making improvements and a lot larger with 10 teams. There will be
that's what we are after. We may not be some division two and three teams makthe best, but we have proof that we are ing a showing. Blum is very confident
moving in that direction."
for the upcoming meet and for the meets
Before the Warriors head to the Uni- yet to come.
versity of Wisconsin-Stout, they have to
"Once we get all areas put together,
deal with some minor injuries. Accord- we should be looking pretty sharp,"
ing to Blum they aren't too serious, just Blum said.
people who are sore and tight. So this

Donation
Continued from Page 9

Doug Sundin/WmoNAN

Kistina Trastek finished 16th at the UW-LaCrosse
track meet with a time of 5:39.21.

Eric Underdahl, Vice President of
Underdahl Chevrolet-Oldsmobile, said,
"I've been a supporter of Winona State
athletics for years, and I will continue to
support WSU's student-athletes."
Midwest Wireless has been associated with WSU athletics for six years and
has been a partner in the volleyball
team's Ace-a-thon fundraiser for the

Winona Area Big Brothers Big Sisters
program.
"Part of our core values as a company
is to be a good corporate citizen," said
Richard Arians, Midwest Wireless District Manager. "Winona is an important
part of our market and Winona State
University is an important part of
Winona. We've had a long association

with WSU. This contribution is a more
aggressive approach for us to be a part
of the great things happening at Winona
State." To learn more about becoming a,
WSU athletics corporate sponsor, contact Dan Schumacher at (507) 457-2771
or dschumacher@winona.edu .

NFL gives fans Super Bowl
drama on and off the field
SAN DIEGO (AP)— A renegade owner.
A devilish coach. Two receivers trying to set
aside their distractions at home and focus on
football.
The Super Bowl was one part football,
another part daytime drama this week. It was
full of riveting story lines and eccentric characters, enough intrigue to leave little wonder
how this game captures America's imagination like no other.
The central character when the Tampa
Bay Buccaneers met the Oakland Raiders on
Sunday was Al Davis, the antiestablishment,
73-year-old Raiders owner who was back in
the big game for the first time since 1984.
Davis knew that if the Raiders were to
"Just win, baby," as he likes to say, Oakland
would have its fourth Super Bowl title, tying
it with the Pittsburgh Steelers for second
most, one behind the San Francisco 49ers
and Dallas Cowboys.
"With Al, it's just about winning," said
John Madden, who coached the Raiders in
the 1970s before becoming football's most
renowned television analyst. "I don't think
the other things are too important to him."
Davis added another layer of intrigue Sunday morning, when he approved the decision
to send home starting center All-Pro Barret
Robbins for unspecified violations.
The foil to Davis was Bucs coach Jon
Gruden, the driven taskmaster with the
wicked grin, known as "Coach Chucky" for
his quirky resemblance to the horror movie

doll.

Gruden coached in Oakland for four years
but grew weary of working for Davis,
famous for micromanaging his team. Gruden
left the Raiders in February for Tampa Bay
and now finds himself coaching against his
former team in the biggest game of his life.
He conceded he left a lot of good friends
behind in Oakland, even though Davis wasn't
one of them.
"This has been a real strange week for
me," Gruden said.
For two players, too.
Tim Brown of the Raiders and Joe Jurevicius of the Bucs kept a wary eye on the
homefront. Brown's wife, Sherice, is 81/2
months pregnant with twins and could deliver any moment. Jurevicius' wife, Meagan,
gave birth to their first child prematurely Jan.
14.
"I feel bad for leaving my family, but it's
the last week of work. Next week, I'll be able
to be there 24 hours a day," Jurevicius said.
The NFL could only hope the drama on
the field was as good as the drama off it.
After years of bad games, the Super Bowl
had been better over the past few seasons.
Last year, Adam Vinatieri of New England made a 48-yard field goal with no time
left to lift the Patriots to a 20-17 victory over
the St. Louis Rams. It was the second time in
three years the game was decided on the final
play.
About 67,500 fans _
from the vaunted "Raider Nation" n a Tampa filed into
Qualcomm Stadium on Sunday, the third

2003 WSU Gymnastics Competition
Schedule
1/8 UVV-Stout
2/24 U.S. Air Force
1/12 Northern Illinois
3/7 John Zuerlein Invite
1/24 Ball State
3/21 Southeast Missouri
1/31 JEFFERSON
3/29 Midwest Independent
INVITATIONAL
Championship
2/8 Best of Minnesota 4/17-19 USAG
2/19 Flarnline
Championship
2/22 U.S. Air Force
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Contributed photo

Eric Underdahl, Underdahl Chevrolet-Oldsmobile Vice
President, and Dan Schumacher, WSU Director

of Athletic Development.
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Larry Holstad, WSU Athletic Director; Bob Dunham, Midwest Wireless Major Accounts Manager;
Richard Arians, Midwest Wireless District Manager; and
Dan Schumacher

Wild's Gaborid asserting himself as a star
ST. PAUL, Minn. (AP)— For
Minnesota's Marian Gaborik, it's
been a fast rise from scraggly 18year-old rookie from Slovakia to
the scraggly All-Star with the
wicked wrist shot that he is
today.
The expansion franchise's
first draft pick will be its first
representative in the All-Star
game Feb. 2 a few days shy of
his 21st birthday.
Gaborik has suffered bouts of
inconsistency early in his career,
but his desire to become more
than a scorer is why many think
he can be so much better.
"Every year, I want to add to
my game, want to improve, try to
be better all the way around,"
Gaborik said. "I don't want to
just be a one-way player. I want
to be both ways. That's my goal,
to be an all-around player."
As of Friday, Gaborik was

tied for fifth in the league in
goals scored with 25. He is the
most exciting player on one of
the most surprising teams in the
league, and everyone knows it.
Los Angeles Kings coach
Andy Murray rates Gaborik
among the top five players in the
league. Teammate Andrew
Brunette has compared him to
Joe Sakic. Another teammate,
Cliff Ronning, says Gaborik is a
mixture of Pavel Bure and
Alexander Mogilny.
"He's amazing," Wild goalie
Dwayne Roloson said. "He's a
great offensive player and he
plays great defensively. There's
nothing but upside for the guy."
Slow down, Wild general
manager Doug Risebrough said.
Gaborik still has to improve his
passing and defense and limit the
scoring droughts before he's
handed the keys to the castle.

"It's not a label given to
someone and they keep it," Risebrough said of Gaborik's AllStar status. "In his case, he's too
young to be considered a star.
He's a player who's had a good
start to his career and to his season, and that's how he should
look at it. It's not an acknowledgment of his career he's too
young."
Gaborik couldn't agree more.
He knows he has work to do
before he's mentioned in the
same sentence with elite players
like Pittsburgh's Mario Lemieux
or Washington's Jaromir Jagr,
players he looked up to as a
youngster.
"They have everything, you
know?" Gaborik said. "They
have things everyone wants to
have. They get frustrated, but
they stay calm. That's what I
have to improve."

Inconsistency appears to be
the biggest obstacle preventing
Gaborik from joining Lemieux
and Jagr at the top of the NHL.
Last year, he went 12 games
without scoring a goal. This season, he endured a seven-game
slide.
That's part of being a young
scoring sensation, Wild coach
Jacques Lemaire said.
"He gets a few chances and he
gets a little frustrated, because he
doesn't get the goals," Lemaire
said. "All kids have to learn to
live with that. You have to stay
positive and keep working hard."
He didn't always do that in the
past, but Gaborik has worked to
stay focused this season. He's
even developed a sense of
humor.

Want to Place an Ad!!

F-
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time the venue hosted the Super Bowl.
Security, such a big issue for last year's
game in the wake of the Sept. 11 attacks, hasn't been as big a focus among the public. But
the NFL and the city of San Diego still took it
seriously.
Fans waited in line to go through metal
detectors. When they entered, their every
move was on camera, thanks to a state-ofthe-art system that allows security personnel
views of every corner of the stadium in real
time.
But it didn't take a ticket to be part of the
experience.
Last year, 131 million people watched the
Super Bowl on TV, making it the nation's
fifth-most-watched program ever. They
tuned in for the commercials as much as the
game, and advertisers had big plans for the
$2.2 million they paid for a 30-second spot.
Zebras, squirrels and even Ozzy Osbourne
made appearances in this year's ads, as beer
companies, movie studios and clothing makers tried to create some buzz and business off
the biggest game of the year.
Guaranteed a big boost on Super Sunday,
regardless of how close the game was, were
the chip and dip makers.
The NFL estimates 29 million pounds of
chips are eaten each year during the Super
Bowl, along with 8 million pounds of guacamole _ enough to cover the playing field
end to end with an 18-inch layer of the avocado dip.

.

Contact Mayumi Takahashi
507-457-5677
or
winonanads@winona.edu
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Anti-war protesters support Hussein
have
been
observing with
great delight the
ever-growing
crowds of so-called
"anti-war" demonJacob LaRow
strations within the
United States and
Editorial Columnist elsewhere around
the globe. However,
my delight is not in
the sense that I support such demonstrations of gross ignorance, but rather my opportunity to confront
those who espouse pacifist rhetoric such as "No war in Iraq for oil"
among others. After all, it is only during confrontation and conflict
that salient and important issues are truly addressed.
One obvious fallacy that the anti–war protesters so purblindly
adhere to is the idea that the absence of war equals the existence of
peace. How such a flagrant error could exist in such a "moral" cause
is beyond me. One only needs to consult with the French on how
avoiding conflict achieves a lasting and meaningful peace. Oh wait,
I forgot, maybe we should not consult with the French on this issue

or any issue for that matter. President Chirac was quoted as saying,
"Everyone knows there cannot be a military solution to the conflict
in the Middle East." Jewish World Review columnist Robert Tracinski cynically points out "I'm sure that's what his predecessor said six
decades ago about Germany." One could easily compare the expansion of Germany pre–World War II to the "Land for Peace" attempts
between Israel and the Palestinians. It seems so far, to the benefit of
Israel, that its leaders are not so naive as the French were and are.
The French position on the Mid East is tainted by the surge in
anti–Semitism they have seemed to ignore in their own country. Let
us not forget that the Bush administration, for whatever faults it
might have, should be the only government or organization we can
rely on for self–preservation.
Let us also not consult the wonderful Jimmy Carter, where scientists have yet to confirm the existence of a spine. Only when an
American with fortitude took office in 1981 did the Iranians release
the hostages. Political analysts believed that Iran feared possible
military action by the new president to force the release of the
hostages. Ironically, it was the threat of force and not the absence
that won that day in Iran. Chalk one up for those of us who live in the
real world.
The fact is that pacifism in the West is seen as virtuous, noble and
a sign of great moral standing, but to those they wish to appease it is

viewed as a weakness, capitulation and worst of all success. What
kind of message does this send to those who support terror and the
fall of Israel and the United States? By legitimizing the actions and
justifications of those who support terror these individuals feel more
empowered to continue to act this way to achieve even more goals.
Saddam Hussein who contributes $25,000 to the families of homicide bombers is a supporter of terrorists. By supporting those whose
end goals are the destruction of Israel and the United States, Saddam
firmly plants himself within the definition of a terrorist.
John Stuart Mill, a philosopher of the 18th century once
remarked, "War is an ugly thing, but not the ugliest of things. The
decayed and degraded state of moral and patriotic feeling which
thinks that nothing is worth war is much worse." This is precisely
what the anti–war movement embodies. I really do envy those on a
higher moral plane than me; people who can advocate peace at all
costs and discuss it with others who bask in the same idealism over
tea or cappuccino at some ritzy cafe. Nevertheless, here on earth,
you see, is where people like Saddam and Arafat operate. They cannot relate to a double espresso, but more to say a vest strapped with
dynamite. I, however, invite those individuals to join me in a discussion on what it means to live in the real world.
Reach Jacob LaRow at Jllarow1003@ webmairwinona.edu

Repairmen inspire thank you
L

ast Thursday
woke up
early in the
morning to
loud banging
Ryan Lynch
noises. I live in
Richards Hall,
Editorial
the side facing
Columnist
Huff Street, and
those noises
were a result of
the water pipes
to my building being destroyed. I haven't been able to find
out exactly what happened, but I think the water in the
pipes expanded and ruptured the line.
Quickly people were on the scene, men working to plug
up the leak. Soon the water was turned off and they began
working on it. That part of the street was fenced off and
heavy machinery was used to repair the damage.
There was no water in Richards Hall that morning. But,
there was water in Richards Hall that night. I don't know
anything about plumbing, or water pipes, or how to repair

♦

them, so I don't know how serious everything was, but
regardless, the guys working on it got it fixed. And I never
would have expected them to fix it as fast as they did.
What I want to do is thank them for their work. Thank
you for fixing the water line. Without you guys we'd be
screwed.
The thing about this event is that it shows how dependent everyone is on other people. In American society we
like to think that we are independent people and that we
don't have to rely on others at all.
In other societies if you want water you would have had
a group of people handle it, someone got the food and
everything else you needed. In our society it all comes to
us, but we don't always see the people that bring it. There
are people that make sure we have water, heat and food.
It's not that one job is more noble than other jobs; you
do what you need to get by. But we forget that there are
people out there making the lives of other people possible.
So to all of the people that make my life possible, thank
you.
Reach Ryan Lynch at building_man@ yahoo.com

Letters to the Editor

Coverage of both sides wanted

Celebrating Roe v. Wade??
I'm a little bothered by the one-sided representation of
this issue in your last issue. Perhaps I'm just spoiled by
Fox News but I expect a "fair and balanced" report on
these sorts of issues. We on the pro–life side have a valid,
rational opinion on the abortion issue and it should be
heard.
We too believe in reproductive rights and freedoms.
Basically, a person is free to have sex with anyone they
want to, regardless of the emotional and physical injuries
that will result. It's their body and their choice. However,
when a life is created, this is a whole different matter. We
on the pro–life side are not against women's rights; we're
in favor of children's rights. We are simply standing up
and giving a voice to those who can't speak for themselves. In the future, I'd appreciate reporting which gives
equal coverage for all points of view.
Joe Bergstrom
Geo-Science/Senior

Critique of LaRow's editorial

Well, well, well I see Jake LaRow is up to his old tricks
again. I read his latest op-ed rant about Charles Pickering,
and like all his others it sounded a little too familiar. Virtually every part of it comes straight from the right wing
"pundits" who show up on Fox and MSNBC. I went out to
the Yahoo search engine and typed in "Pickering" under
the "Full Coverage" option. The first article to show up
was by John A. Nowacki of the Atlanta Journal–Constitution. It contained many of the same "facts" used in Jake
LaRow's op-ed. It's like listening to a broken record.
Perhaps Jake could site the sources he used for his oped, as I would hate to think that he is just a robot who
copies the latest right–wing crap and publishes it as his
own thought process. Also, explain why you care about
Pickering and the 5th Circuit Court that covers Mississippi, Louisiana and Texas.
The Winonan's mission statement is it "investigates
and reports campus and community news that is timely,
appropriate and relevant to readers."
I have actually argued a case before a Circuit Court and
know all too well how corrupt a judge can be. Yet, even I
would not put the Pickering controversy onto my top 50
list of things to care about.
So why does Jake LaRow care so much? I have yet to
hear a single reason why the guy deserves to be the judge
of a wet T–shirt contest, let alone a Circuit Court. Aren't
there plenty of good judges who can take Pickering's
place? Did Jake actually read the court case that he mentioned in the op-ed? Who are the "blacks" and "democrats" who support Pickering?
For a guy who hates democrats so much, it sure is
funny that Jake wants a judge who is supported by democrats.
ever
read
"Criminal
Law
Jake
Did
Miscegenation/Incest."? Or, Fairley v. Forrest County, Citizens Right to Vote v. Morgan, Seeley v. City of Hattiesburg and of course Randolf v. Cervantes?
Since Jake is such an authority on Pickering's record,
maybe he could also tell the WSU students where Pickering stands on the following issues:
- Abortion
- Environmental regulations
- Tobacco companies targeting underage children
- Corporate wire fraud under the guise of "free speech"

Stacy Booth
Jenny Butler
Adam Crowson
Melissa Daul

- Mississippi's Sovereignty Commission
- States rights
- llth amendment
- Americans With Disabilities Act
- Federal voting rights laws

- State university computer lease programs that force
students to pay thousands of dollars for computers they
don't need
Feel free to site some of Pickering's court rulings. Jake
did read through Pickering's record before he decided to
whine about his nomination being held up, right? Also feel
free to explain why a racist like Trent Loft would support a
guy who cares so much about blacks as you claim. (Even
if he were not a racist, Sen. Lott was still one of the biggest
losers in U.S. history. I find it hard to believe he would
support any good man's ascension to a Circuit Court position.) And, explain why Pickering did not throw out the
plea bargain agreement that let a racist go free after he
harassed a mixed–race couple. While you're at it, throw in
a list of the corporations Pickering represented while in
private practice.
Good luck getting that information from your Republican "leaders".
By the way, racists like Lott and Pickering are not stupid. They often make public statements specifically to
cover up their real beliefs. Also, not all blacks care about
civil rights. Some blacks are willing to sell out for the sake
of career advancement. Hence the term "token black."
And, some of the worst racists I ever met were democrats.
Todd Ouellette
MCOM/Sophomore

Reporting has promoted drinking

I would just like to respond to the letter from Ariel
Grono in the last issue. Personally, I did not take offense to
the pictures, nor did I think any of the photos taken promoted drinking. Ariel must have seen a large banner somewhere that said, "The Winonan is telling you to drink!" I
have not seen anything like that anywhere. I think the
paper was showing a different aspect to college life that
some, (gasp) people may not approve of. I would like to
ask Ariel, did you ever fart in public? Some people may
not like that, but if I took a picture of it and got it in the
paper, some might call it offensive.
The real culprit of expressing the papers biases toward
alcohol is news reporter Brian Krans. In the same issue as
Ariel's letter, Mr. Krans had three articles about alcoholrelated issues. Is this guy a raging alcoholic or what? I am
sorry, but if his journalistic expertise extends only as far as
the bottom of a bar glass then I feel sorry for him. I don't
know if he chooses to do those stories, but if he does it is
just sad. If he is assigned them, then his editors must think
he is as big of a belligerent drunk as I do.
If Mr. Krans could relay a better message to WSU than
just what he finds while he is knee deep in his own vomit
on a Friday night, we all would be the better for it. I do
hope he can try harder, maybe attend AA or something,
and tell the students on campus what is happening beyond
Third Street. Hopefully, Mr. "I Think I Am Hunter
Thompson" will get his act together, or do us all a favor
and resign. The paper, and the university, would be better
off if he did.
Seth Porter English Literature/Sophomore

Jenny Miller
Ann Nolin
Jen Powless

Abortion rights support
pro—life point of view
Leonard Peikoff

The foremost authority on Ayn
Rand's philosophy of Objectivism,
is chairman emeritus of the Ayn
Rand Institute
Thirty years after Roe v. Wade, no one
defends the right to abortion in fundamental, moral terms, which is why the
pro–abortion rights forces are on the
defensive.
Abortion–rights advocates should not
cede the terms "pro–life" and "right to
life" to the anti–abortionists. It is a
woman's right to her life that gives her the
right to terminate her pregnancy.
Nor should abortion–rights advocates
keep hiding behind the phrase "a woman's
right to choose." Does she have the right
to choose murder? That's what abortion
would be, if the fetus were a person.
The status, of the embryo in the first
trimester is the basic issue that cannot be
sidestepped. The embryo is clearly prehuman; only the mystical notions of religious dogma treat this clump of cells as
constituting a person.
We must not confuse potentiality with
actuality. An embryo is a potential human
being. It can, granted the woman's choice,
develop into an infant. But what it actually is during the first trimester is a mass of
relatively undifferentiated cells that exist
as a part of a woman's body. If we consider what it is rather than what it might
become, we must acknowledge that the
embryo under three months is something
far more primitive than a frog or a fish. To
compare it to an infant is ludicrous.
If we are to accept the equation of the
potential with the actual and call the
embryo an "unborn child," we could, with
equal logic, call any adult an "undead
corpse" and bury him alive or vivisect him
for the instruction of medical students.
That tiny growth, that mass of protoplasm, exists as a part of a woman's body.

It is not an independently existing, biologically formed organism, let alone a person.
That which lives within the body of another can claim no right against its host.
Rights belong only to individuals, not to
collectives or to parts of an individual.
("Independent" does not mean selfsupporting — a child who depends on its
parents for food, shelter and clothing, has
rights because it is an actual, separate
human being.)
"Rights," in Ayn Rand's words, "do not
pertain to a potential, only to an actual
being. A child cannot acquire any rights
until it is born."
The issue here is the proper role for
government. If a pregnant woman acts
wantonly or capriciously, then she should
be condemned morally—but not treated as
a murderer.
If someone capriciously puts to death
his cat or dog, that can well be reprehensible, even immoral, but it is not the
province of the state to interfere. The
same is true of an abortion which puts to
death a far less–developed growth in a
woman's body.
If anti–abortionists object that an
embryo has the genetic equipment of a
human being, remember: so does every
cell in the human body.
Abortions are private affairs and often
involve painfully difficult decisions with
life-long consequences. But, tragically,
the lives of the parents are completely
ignored by the anti-abortionists. Yet that is
the essential issue. In any conflict it's the
actual, living persons who count, not the
mere potential of the embryo.
The anti-abortionists' claim to being
"pro-life" is a classic Big Lie. You cannot
be in favor of life and yet demand the sacrifice of an actual, living individual to a
clump of tissue.
Anti-abortionists are not lovers of life
— lovers of tissue, maybe. But their stand
marks them as haters of real human
beings.

We invite readers and Winonan staff members to share their opinions in these columns. The opinions
expressed in the pages of this newspaper are not necessarily those of the Minnesota State College and University system, Winona State University, its faculty, staff or student body. Any questions or comments should be
directed to the Winonan publication board, managing editor, editorial staff or submitted as letters to the editor.
Letters to the editor must be received by the Sunday preceding our Wednesday publication dates and
include your full name, major, year in school and telephone number to be published. Letters from faculty
members must include full name, title or department and phone number. Letters from community members
must include full name and phone number. The Winonan reserves the right to edit for space, content or
relevance when necessary.
Letters may be sent via e-mail to Winonan@winona.edu with "letter to editor" as the subject line. They can
also be faxed to 457-5317 or delivered to the Winonan office in Kryzsko Commons.
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An old-fashioned ice harvest
Area residents play ice
sawyers at area state park
Once upon a time not so
many decades ago a product
was harvested in Winona that
was sold throughout the year.
That product was ice, and the
procedure taken to cut it was
recreated this past Saturday on
the Whitewater River at
Whitewater State Park, about
40 minutes west of Winona.
"1805 was the first year that
ice was harvested," said Dave
Palmquist, interpretive
naturalist at Whitewater State
Park. Before that, said
Palmquist, food was stored
long-term by either salting or
drying.
Ice was commonly harvested around southeastern Minnesota, especially along the
Mississippi. As the water
froze, companies would send
surveyors onto the ice to stake
out claims to their fields of ice.
Clear ice was most preferred,
although not always attainable.
Palmquist cited articles and
interviews from the Winona
County Historical Society, saying that once the Mississippi
was beginning to be dredged,
the sand waste deposited on
the banks would blow onto the
river and collect in the ice.
This required the top six
inches to be shaved off, as the
sand was not only unwanted in
ice but was quick to dull icecutting tools. Because of this,
fields were moved from the

Mississippi to Lake Winona.
Ice was also cut in smaller
waterways, such as the
Whitewater River. Residents
from the nearby town of Elba
would make the short trek to
fill their ice houses.
Gargantuan amounts of ice
were chopped from the frozen
Minnesota waters. In the
winter of 1900, 23,000 tons of
ice were cut by three Winona
companies. A local A&W
stand was one of the top
purchasers of ice, consuming
an average of six to seven tons
a day.
However, highly sanitary
conditions weren't always
practiced. When the question
arose of how healthy the water
was, Ray Martin, a former
employee of Yahnke's Ice and
Fuel Company, based out of
Winona, was quick to answer.
Martin said that some ice
harvested from the Mississippi
was cut down river of a
Winona sewage drain, leaving
some of the ice to become
tainted with human waste.
Work on the ice fields was
also difficult, and didn't just
go during daylight hours. In a
November 25, 1978 Winona
Saturday Evening Post article,
former Yahnke's Ice and Fuel
Company foreman Fred Lewis
described the conditions. "I
would start work at 5 a.m. and
git done maybe by 9."

Lewis also discussed how,
when working around the ice
water, many times employees
were unable to wear gloves,
making for frigid working
conditions. Wages were
approximately 30 to 35 cents
an hour.
Although fatal accidents
were uncommon in the iceharvesting business, less
serious ones often occurred.
Even with special cleats on
their boots, employees would
inevitably fall into the open
water after the cut ice was
ferried into channels to be
packed.
Although the temperature of
the water was deadly, it wasn't
hard to help a man out by
handing him a pike pole, a
six- to 14-foot pole used to
push ice through channels of
open water.
However, team hOrses were
not as fortunate. "...When a
horse got in it, it was so hard
to git him out. You could git a
rope around his neck but he
couldn't git his feet out. You
could slide them up every once
in a while... I've had ahold of
the rope and the horse drown
in my hands. I remember four
in one day," Lewis said.
The heyday of ice harvesting ended around the 1940s
when electric refrigerators
became popular.

Above: Ryan Holman, 11, of Rochester, saws into ice with a mid-sized antique
ice saw Saturday afternoon at Whitewater State Park. Holman was one of
many Rochester Cub Scouts at the program.

Left: Michael Aldrich, of
Winona, lifts a block of
ice with a pair of tongs.
Many tools were shown
Saturday, including
saws, tongs, pike poles,
and boot cleats, or
creepers. Ice was most
difficult to move when it
was out of the water, as
it would soon freeze to
the ice. However, when
ice was loose in the
water, the lack of resistance against its weight
made for easy
moving. When ice was
harvested as a trade, it
was common for two
men to pole rafts of
50,000 pounds of ice
across open water.

Right: Harris McCormick,
of Stockton, gets an opinion on a forest specimen
from Whitewater State Park
interpretive naturalist Dave
Palmquist.
Below: Whitewater State
Park Manager Garry
Barvels starts an ice cut for
program attendees.

Photos and text
by
Ty Gangelhoff
Left: One of many Cub Scouts pulls a piece of ice from the
hole of open water. Many of the tools used in the demonstration were used until ice-harvesting ceased in the late 1940s
and early 1950s, although hand-powered saws were by then
replaced by gas powered self-propelled saws.

